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CRICKET, 1941. 

Back Row-D. S. Hawkins, W. T. Rice, E. ]. Freeman, M. R. Ricketts, J. N. Arkell. 
Sitting-!{, C. Hohnan, N. W. Heale, D. l'. T. Deshon, H. E. S. Farrer, D. P. L. Dry. 

On Ground-A. I. T. Robinson, D. B. Bartlett. 
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A great many people, if they were asked what was the most 
obvious characteristic of an Englishman to-day, would answer 
without much hesitation that it was his inability to take things 
seriously ; if they had been to a public school, the remembrance · 
of the howl of derision that went up, when they were so mistaken 
as to say what they thought or to think what they ·said, would 
probably do away with any hesitation at all. This is a flippant 
generation, perhaps because fifty years ago to be flippant was to be 
irreverent, and to be irreverent was to be an outlaw. \Vhat would 
dear Eric have thought of us, Eric, who thought that it was his sin 
of cigarette-smoking and dormitory-feasting that had caused his. 
mother to be taken ill in India, and consequently, in the words of 
Dean Farrar, "his soul refused comfort, and all his stre!lgth appeared 
to have broken down at once like a feeble reed"? 

The Victorians, whose sole achievement, of course, was the fact 
that Gerard Manley Hopkins was one of them, built up the fabric 
of their civilization on the foundation of a seriousness of mind, 
which to us seems merely a part of their hyprocrisy; but we cannot 
deny that it is this capacity for taking oneself seriously, when the 
occasions demands, that is an essential part of the make-up of every 
great man. At school either the occasion never demands, or there 
are few great men off the playing fields. 
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SCHOOL NEWS 

Head of the School 
School Prefects 

SCHOOL 

Editors of " The Shirbirnian " 

Games Editor 
Captain of Football 

Shooting 
Fives 
Boxing 

Prefect in charge of Agriculture 

OFFICERS 

SCHOOL NOTES 

H. F. G. CAREY (b). 
E. H.-WALSWORTH BELL (a). 
H. F. G. CAREY (b). 
A. H. MAx:WELL (c). 
D. E. C. RUSSELL (d). 
B. R. G. WEBBER (f). 
W. T. RICE (g). 
C. I. BALL (h). 
R. J. LILLEY (a). 
D. S. HAWKINS (d). 
M. R. RICKETTS (h). 
M. W. MCCRUM (b). 
H. f. G .. CAREY (b). 
R. J. LILLEY (a). 
E. H. WALSWORTH BELL (a). 
E. H. WALSWORTH.BELL (a). 
A. H. ROBARTS (c). 
M. R. RICKETTS (h). 
E. H. WALSWORTH BELL (a). 
A. H. MAx:WELL ( c ). 

We are sc;irry to lose Mr. Davies, who has had to retire because of ill health. 
We welcome Mrs. Gervis to the Art School, where she is not a stranger, having 

taken .l\1r. Davies' place there during his illness before he retired. 
We welcome Mr. Pearson to the School, and also congratulate the School on having 

acquired such a true scholar. 
We would like to congratulate Mrs. Jarrett on her prpmotion to the dignity of 

Justice of the Peace. · 
Our special congratulations also are due to Mr. Bransbury on his very distinguished 

performance at the Bar finals examinations, where he gained a certificate of honour 
in Class I. 

. We congratulate-}. D. Montagu on gaining a Scholarship to St. Thomas' Hospital. 
We congratulate D. E. C. Russell on gaining the "Huish" Exhibition, and so 

keeping up the truly remarkable Sherborne tradition of always producing the successful 
candidate, since 1933. · 

To conclude this list of congratulations, we would like to congratulate the Head
master on his completion of a very fine half-century. 
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On October 4th Karl Brann gave a short sketch of his career as a producer of Puppet 
shows. He was unable to present a play because he has lost his staff of operators, many 
of whom are now serving with the fighting forces. 

On October ~8th there was a dnema show given by the Ministry of Information. 
A group of propaganda films were shown. The talky part was audible all over the hall, 
which is a noteworthy achievement for cinema shows in the big schoolroom. 

. On October 8th Captain Baker gave a talk on the w.ar in the Mediterranean, which 
was very interesting not only because of the ability of the speaker, but because of his 
first-hand experience as Commander of the " Ajax" in many daring exploits . 

. On November 11th Colonel Hills gave a talk on India and the Indian Army. He 
drew such an allurfug picture of life in the Indian Army, that it seems strange that young 
men do anything but join this service. 

The following have preached in Chapel this term :-The Rev. A. Field ; The Rev .. 
W. J. Bensly; The Right Rev. The Bishop of Sherborne; The Rev; L.B. Bell; The 
Headmaster; E. C. Moule, Esq; W. A. T. Jarrett, Esq.; The Very Rev. The Dean of 
Salisbury; G. O'Hanlon, Esq. 

J. H. T. Rees 
J. J. Bailey 
D. H. G. T)rrrell-Lewis 
I. C. Manning 
P. L. Pickering 
J. G. M. Scott 
J. W. F. Canning 
J. A. Goldsmith 
H. F. G. Carey 
H. F. G. Carey 
H. F. G. Carey 
E.G. W. Bush 
M. W.McCrum 

PRIZE WINNERS. 

"Aston-Binns" Prize for Modem Languages. 
" Williams " Geography Prize. 
" Lister " Prize for German. 
"Aston-Binns " Prize for French. 
"Kitson" Prize for Music-Senior. 
"Kitson" Prize for Music-Junior. 
" Plumptre" Prize for Mathematics. 
"Plumptre" Prize for Mathematics-Junior. 
"Parsons " Prize for Divinity. 
" Lyon Parsons " Prize for Divinity. 
" Marson " Prize for Greek. 

" Leweston " Prize for Classics. 

VALETE ~ 

SCHOOL HOUSE 

D. P. T. DESHON-came 19363, Head of the School, Head of School House, 1st XV ('38, '39, 
'40), Captain '40, 1st XI Cricket ('39, '40, '41), Captain '41, 1st XI Hockey ('40, '41), Captain '41, 
Fives badge, C.S.M. in J.T.C., Member of Duffers. To the Army. 

J. L.A. EvArr-VI (Medical}-came 19372, Schoof Prefect, Shooting VIII ('40, '41), Captain 
'41, Sergeant in the J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. "Kitchener" Scholarship to Edinburgh University. 

A. S .. DANDRIDGE-VI (Medical}-came 19363, House Prefect, Sergeant in J.T.C., P.T. 
Instructor. Choral Scholarship to Christ's College, Cambridge. 

J. F. L. WHITFIELD-VI (Classical}-came 19363, House Prefect, Sergeant in J.T.C., 
P.T. Instructor. 

J. W. KINGSTONE-VI-carne 19363, House Prefect, Shooting VIII ('41), "Carr Ellison" 
Cup, C.S.M. in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. 
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N. F •. GROVE-WHITE-VI-came 19373, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant 
in J.T.C. To the Army. 

A. H . .APPs-VI (History)-came 19363, House Prefect, Corporal in J.T.C., Member OJ 
Duffers. 

0. L. HOLMES-VI (Medical)-came 19372, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor. To Clare 
College, Cambridge. 

D.R. MoRGAN_:_VI (Medical)-came 19373, Boxing badge ('38, '39, '40, '41), 2nd XV ('40), 
P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of A.T.C. To Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 

P. LESLIE-VI (Modern)-came 19373, 1st XV ('40), P.T. Instructor. To R.A.F. 
H. E. S. FARRER-VI (Modern)-came 19373, 1st XI Cricket ('40, '41), 1st XI Hockey ('41), 

P.T. Instructor, Corporal in the J.T.C. 
J. W. LEWIS-VI (Medical)-came 19373, Corporal in J.T.C. To Middlesex Hospital 

Medical School. 
J. E. BRADFIELD-VI-came 19373, L/Corporal in the J.T.C. To the Army. 
J. M. HUNTER-VI-came 19373, L/Corporal in the J.T.C. 
R.R. WALLACE-V-came in 19372, Corporal in the J.T.C. 

ABBEY HOUSE 

H.J. B. HILL-VI (History)-House Prefect, Boxing badge ('38, '39, '40), Captain of Boxing 
('40), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in J.T.C. 

M. EAMES-VI (Army Class)-came 19372, House Prefect, 2nd XI Hockey, 2nd XI Cricket, 
Corporal in J.T.C. 

H. S. WAI'.LACE-VI (Army Class)-came 19393, Shooting VIII, 3rd XV ('40), XXX Blazer, 
Sergeant in J.T.C. 

H. M. CARRINGTON-V (Army Class)-came 19383, L/Corporal in J.T.C. 
J. H. S. EDMONDS-V (Medical)-came 19373, 2nd XI, L/Corporal in J.T.C. 
C. M. C. SMELT-VI (Medical)-came 19373, Corporal in J.T.C. 

THE GREEN 

D. P. L. DRY-VI (Group 11)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head of The Green, 1st XI 
('40, '41), XXX Blazer ('39), C.S.M. iri J.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers, 
Eclectics and Les Fauves. Junior Hulme Scholarship, Brasenose College, Oxford. 

J. A. ALLEN-VI (Group 11)-came 19371, House Prefect, 3rd XI ('40, '41), Sergeant in 
J.T.C., P.T. Instructor, Gym. Squad ('39, '40), 1st Class Gym. To H.M. Forces. 

A. J. HOLLINGTON-VI (A.C.)-came 19371, House Prefect, Shooting VIII ('41), Sergeant 
in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To H.M. Forces. 

C. R. 0. BARTLETT-VI (Group 111)-came 19373, Corporal in J.T.C., 1st Class Gym., 
Higher Certificate ('41). To King's College, Cambridge. · 

J. T. JERMAN-V (Group II H. & F.)-came 19373, Corporal in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. 
To King's College, London. ' 

E. C. GROGAN-V (Group II H. & F.)-came 19373, Shooting VIII ('41), P.T. Instructor, 
Corporal in A.T.C. To R.A.F. 

J. DAY-V (Group 111)-came 19383. 

HARPER HOUSE 

G. CHANDLER-VI (Group 1)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head of Harper House, 1st XV 
('40), 1st XI Hockey ('41), Tennis VI ('39, '40, '41), Captain ('41), C.S.M. in J.T.C., P.T. 
Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers and Eclectics. To Trinity College, Cambridge. 

P. L. PICKERING-VI (Group Ill, Medical)-came 19363, School Prefect, 2nd XV ('40), 
Tennis VI ('41), Sergeant in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers and Eclectics. 
To New College, Oxford. 
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J. N. ARKELL-VI (Group II, History)-came 19371, House Prefect, lstXI ('41), 2nd XV ('40), 
Sergeant in J.T.C., P·T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers. 

M. J. F. COURTENAY-VI (Group III, M. & S.)-came 19363, House Prefect, Sergeant in 
J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 

R. L. HENSON-VI (Group II, History)-came 1936s, House Prefect, Corporal in J.T.C. 
Member 9f Duffers. Exhibition to Keble College, Oxford. , 

· R. W. GASKELL-VI (Army Class)-came 19373. Accepted for R.A.F. University Course. 

ABBEYLANDS 

A. B. F. RUTHERFORD-VI (A.C.)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head of Abbeylands, 3rd XI 
Cricket ('41), Gym. Colours ('40), 1st Class Gym., P.T. Instructor with badge, Se~geant in J.T.C. 

M. E. C. STEDHAM-VI (Group IIl)-came 19372, House Prefect, Shooting VIII ('41), 
P.T. Instructor, Sergeant Instructor in A.T.C. 

J. E. T. HAI.Es-VI (A.C. 1)-came 19373, Corporal in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To R.N.C., 
Dartmouth. 

D. H. M. LUTLEY-V (Group 111)-came 19383. 
D. A. J. STANFORD-V (Mod. Studies)-came 19383. 
A. HATCHER-IVE-came 19393. 

LYON HOUSE 

D. ST. C. HARCOURT-VI (Mod .. Lang.)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head !Jf Lyon House, 
Captain of Swimming ('40), P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergean.t in J.T.C., Member of Duffers. 
To Army. 

D. MOFFAT-WILSON-VI (Group 111)-came 19372, School Prefect, 1st Class Athktics, 
XXX Blazer, P.T. Instructor with badge, Sergeant in J.T.C., Member of Duffers. To R.A.F. 

P. MUMFORD-VI (Mod. Lang.)-came 1936:l, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Corporal in 
J.T.C., Member of Duffers. To Army. 

R. C. HoLMAN-V (Mod. Studies)-came 19373, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket ('40, '41), 
1st Class Gym., P.T. Instructor, School Fives and Squash badges, Corporal in J.T.C. To Army. 

A. I. INCHBALD-VI (Group II, Hist.)-came 19372, House Prefect, L/Corporal in J.T.C., 
P.T. Instructor, Member of Duffers. To Trinity College, Oxford. 

J. D. MONTAGU-VI (Group III, Medical)-came 19373, House Prefect, L/Corporal in J.T.C., 
Member of Duffers. Scholar of St. Thomas' Hospital. 

F. I. NICHOLLS-VI (Mod. Studies)-came 19373, House Prefect. To R.A.F. . 
K. F. A: Ross-VI (Group III, Medical)-came 19371, House Prefect, Corporal in J.T.C. 
P. S. LANE-VI (Group !)-came 19383. 

WESTCOIT HOUSE 

F. J. H. ROGERS-VI (Mod. Lang.)-came 19363, School Prefect, Head of Wescott House, 
3rd XV ('39, '40), Captaiti ('40), 2nd XI Hockey ('40, '41), Sergeant in J.T.C., P.T. Instructor 
with badge, Member of Duffers and Eclectics, Founded "Les Fauves." To Magdalen College, 
Oxford. 

M. M. J. RAYMOND-VI (Group II, History)-came 19363, House Prefect, Sergeant in J.T.C., 
P.T. Instructor with badge, Member of Duffers and Eclectics. To Trinity College, Oxford. 

N. W. REALE-VI (Mod. Lang.)-came 19363, House Prefect, 1st XI Cricket ('40, '41) 
2nd XV ('39, '40), Captain ('40), 2nd XI Hockey ('41), Flight Sergeant in A.T.C., P.T. Instructor 
with badge, Member of Duffers. To R.A.F. 

J. A. HEWITT-V (A.C.)-came 19373, House Prefect, 2nd XI Cricket ('41), 2nd XI Hockey 
('41), 3rd XV ('40), Sergeant in A.T.C., P.T. Instructor. To Royal Navy. 
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SHERBORNE HOUSE, SOUTHWARK 
With a list of over 130 active members, and a nightly attendance approaching fifty, 

Sherborne House is still a very busy place indeed. 

In shooting for the " King's Shield " we achieved nine Empire Marksmen and 

six First Class Shots. Shooting matches against other Units and Clubs are becoming 

almost weekly occasions; and, here particularly, thanks and credit are due to Sergt.

Major George Airs. (Brigadier Moberly, our Hon. Treasurer, supervised the shooting 

until the School stole him from us. Are you satisfied, sir ?) 

Two new activities are to begin this week. A signalling class under the guidance 

of the strong arm of the Law, a local policeman, an old boy of the Club: and a P.T. 

Instructor lent by the War Office, will start work on Friday. 

There are signs of exertion amongst the boys themselves to revive a football team. 

They have been told very clearly that they must get used to doing much more for them

selves, and have responded pretty well. But, unfortunately, we have not quite reached 

the stage where the Warden and his helpers find themselves with nothing to do. 

Almost nightly visits, and so many lem~rs from Sherborne House boys in H.M. 

Forces. 

Colonel Bennett is well ; leaves nothing undone that can possibly be done for the 

boys and the Club. But, I know how· utterly tired heis sometimes. 

Come and see us. Bombs and Lord Woolton deprive us of giving you our full 

peace-time hospitalicy; but, thank goodness, we still have Mrs. Airs, and the warmest 

possible welcome awaits you. This especially applies to you present Shirburnians in 

your long Christmas holidays ; why not another shooting match ? Don't be intimidated 

by my earlier propaganda. 

And please, somebody, bring :with you or send some ping-pong balls. Thls is 

urgent ; they are much harder to get than oranges ! 

Sherborne House, 

31, Union Street, , 

Southwark, S.E.1, 

Tel. : Hop. 2264. 

PETER HARLEY, 

Hon. Sec. 
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o.s. NEWS 

ROLL OF HONOUR 

KILLED IN ACTION 

577 

'41. 2ND LIEUTENANT MALCOLM. EDWARD MONTEATH MACLAREN (a '29-'32), West
minster Dragoons. 

July, '41. PILOT, OFFICER MICHAEL WAKEMAN MAJOR (a '26-'28), R.A.F. 
June, '41. ORDINARY SEAMAN THOMAS FREDERICK NICHOLS (c '33-'37), R.N. 

KILLED ON ACTIVE SERVICE 

July, '41. MAJOR JAMES STEWART BECHER (g '26-'29), R.E. 
November, '41. MAJOR ANTHONY FLEMING COOMBE (f '28-'33), R.E. 
July, '41. LEADING AIRCRAFTSMAN NICHOLAS AITKEN COOPER (c '34-'39), R.A.F. 
April, '40. 2ND LIEUTENANT GEORGE ANGRAVE DAWSON (f '24-'28), R.E. 

DIED ON ACTIVE SERVICE 

October, '41. 2ND LIEUTE_NANT DEREK WILLIAM PRIDE-JONES (d '28-'32), R.A. 

DIED OF WOUNDS 

August, '41. MAJOR MERVYN JOHN RENTON (b '12-'18), R.A. 

WOUNDED AND MISSING 

May, '40. MAJOR CHRISTOPHER MELFORT BALDWIN (g '20-'24), Middlesex Regiment. 

MISSING 

'41. 2Nn LIEUTENANT TOM MONTAGUE MEYER (a.'32-'36), The Rifle Brigade. 

WOUNDED 

'41. MAJOR HENRY CUTHBERT PARTRIDGE (b '16-'21), Royal Fusiliers. 
'41. MAJOR DOUGLAS COLIN ROBERT PUCKLE (/'21-'25), R.A. 
'41. 2ND LIEUTENANT ANTHONY STAFFORD WHITE (b '30-'35), West Yorks. 

WOUNDED AND PRISONER 

June, '41. SAPPER JOSEPH PETER HEWLITT (d '32-'36), R.E. 
June, '41. CAPTAIN KENNETH MICHAEL REINOLD (d '33-'37), Royal Marines. 

PRISONERS OF WAR · 

'41. LIEUTENANT MICHAEL JACKSON FIELD-RICHARDS (h '26-'29), R.A.0.C. 
'41. CAPTAIN THOMAS MORTIMER BAKEWELL GREEN (g '27-'31), R.A.S.C. 
'41. LIEUTENANT LIONEL A1AsTAIR BETHUNE PILKINGTON (g '33-'38), R.A. 
May, '40. MAJOR THOMAS PRINCE (a '10-'14), Royal Sussex Regiment. 
'41. SERGEANT-PILOT CECIL ALEXANDER STRICKLAND (c '27-'30), R.A.F. 
May, '40. 2ND LIEUTENANT EVERED LEIGH WINDSOR (d '27-'31), Royal West Kents. 
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HONOURS 
o~B.E. 

September, '41. HowsoN CHARLES DEVITT (a '22-'26). 

M.B.E. 
July, '41. ANTONY MAYNARD PUCKLE (/ '24-'29). 

BAR TO D.S.O. 

August, '41. JAMES JOSEPH KINGSTONE (a '06-'11). 

M.C. 
'41. GARTH HILLSIDE HOWARD (b '33-'36). 
'41. JOHN TYSON TYSON (g '29-'34). 

D.F.C. 
September, '41. HENRY JOHN WALTER MEAKIN (d '30-'33). 

D.S.C. 

THE SHIRBURNIAN 

November, '41. CHRISTOPHER LEWIS ROUND-TURNER (a '29-'33), R.N. 

BAR TO D.S.C. 

November, '41. CHRISTOPHER LEWI.s ROUND-TURNER (a '29-'33), R.N. 

MENTIONED IN DESPATCHES 

'41. JAMES STEWART BECHER (g '26-'28). 
'41. ROBERT HUGH BELLAMY (g '24-'29). 
'40. ALAN Morn GRAY (d '34-'38). 
'40. PETER DUROND RAWLINS (b '31-'35). 
'40. GEOFFREY ROY ASHCROFT WRIGHT (d '36-'39). 

CROIX DE GUERRE. 
(Awarded by General Catrom for services in Syria). 

'41. JOHN GODFREY JEANS (c '29-'34), R.A. 

OBITUARY 
February, '41. A'CoURT, ALFRED HOLMES (a '83-'86). 
September, '41. ALLFORD, HENRY GEORGE LYNWOOD (f '69-'70). 
September, '41. BATTEN, NATHANIEL PRYGGE (/'95-'99). 
November, '40. BEWES, CHARLES (a '67-'73). 
November, '40. BIENEMAN, GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS (Staff '88-'92). 
May, '41. BOYD, WILLIAM GRENVILLE (a '82-'86). 
February, '41. BROOK, ARTHUR FARNCOMBE (d '97-'98). 
May, '41. BRYANT, HORACE BRANSBY (Pr '82~'84). 
July, '41. BURNSIDE, BERTRAM WALLACE (a '82-'84). 
February, '41. BUTT, JOHN HENRY STEWART (Rh. '80-'83). 
May, '41. CAREY, PERCIVAL GAUSSEN (Hodg. '96-'99). 
October, '41. CARVER, CECIL INGRAM (Wood's '79-'82). 
July, '41. CHANDLER, PRETOR WHITTY (T. '69-'75). 
January, '41. CLARK, HENRY (Tan '71-'77). 
June, '41. CLARK, PAUL TREBY (Tan. '68-'73). 
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October, '41. COLLINGRIDGE, GUY TELFORD (Cont. '74-'75). 
January, '41. DENIS DE VITRE, EDWARD CHRISTOPHER (a 'll-'15). 
'40. l)IXON, EDWARD, o.B.E. (a '84-'87). 
May, '41. . DouGLAS, JusTYN LANGTON (T. 1900-'07). 
September, '40. DOUGLAS, KENNETH JuSTYN (T. '94-'99). 
February, '41. FINCH, WARING (a '87-'91). 
'40. GREGORY, HENRY HAMOND (Rl. '84-'87). 
January, '41. GRIFFITH, GETHIN WILLIAMS (a '59-'63). 
'41. HARCOURT, SIMON VERNON (a '31'-34). 
September, '41. HENLEY, JOHN LEAMON (b '07-'09). 
October, '41. HOMFRAY, JESTON (a 1900-'04). 
February, '41. HUBERT, RrcHARD DE BARQUE (f '22-'26). 
January, '41. MALONE, CECIL RICHARD RoBYNS (a '74-'76). 

579 

November, '41. PETHERICK, GEORGE TALLACK (a '73-'79), sometime Sheriff ofComwali; 
Governor of the School '17-'36. 

May, '41. PITTS-TUCKER, CHARLES HEYWOOD (a '76-'79). 
August, '41. RHOADES, ARTHUR (T. '80-'86). 
November, '40. RICHMAN, REGINALD BINNS (Hodg. '94-1900). 
August, '41. RIDOUT, CHARLES ARCHIBALD ScoTT (T. '87-'94). 
July, '41. ROGERSON, THOMAS COOPER (Wood's '84-'90). 
January, '41. THOMAS-PETER, GEORGE FRM."KLIN (a '95-'97). 
January, '41. TURNER, BINGHAM DIXON (Stafj'93-'94). 
January, '41. TWYNAM, GEORGE EDWARD (T. '67-'75). 
January, '41. WATNEY, CHARLES GOLD (a '14-'19). 
February, '41. WHITE, JOHN LEE (Tan. '77-'80). 

RIDOUT, CHARLES ARCHIBALD SCOTT (Town 1887-1894). 

Ridout was at Sherborne for seven years ; the handicap of being a day-boy did not 
prevent him from becoming Head of the School, and for several years a member of both 
the XV and the XI. After studying at St. Bartholomew's Hospital he qualified as a 
doctor in 1899 and became F.R.C.S. in 1904. Nearly all his professional life was spent 
in Portsmouth and the neighbourhood where he became senior surgeon at the Royal 
Portsmouth Hospital and at the Southern Counties Eye and Ear Hospital. Greatly loved 
and respected as he was in Hampshire, his reputation as a specialist was far from being 
merely local, and in 1937-39 he was President of the Laryngological Section of the Royal 
Society of Medicine-a position· never previously held by a surgeon practising outside 
London. In the last war he served as surgical specialist and surgical divisional officer 
at Salonica and in Italy, with the rank of Major, R.A.M.C. • 

Others knew hi.tn. chiefly as a distinguished surgeon, but Sherbome will remember 
him best as an intensely loyal and enthusiastic O.S. who kept in close touch with the 
School throughout his life and did everything in his power to further its interests. Three 
sons followed him here, and in memory of a fourth son who died as a child he founded 
the Ridout Prize for Science. In accordance with his last wishes his ashes are buried 
in the place he loved so well. 
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RENTON, MERVYN JOHN (b 1912-1918). 

" Tubby " Renton, as he was. known in the Artillery, was a Prefect at School, in 
the XV for three years, being captain in the last. He represented the Shop at Rugby 
and at boxing and on passing out won the Sword of Honour as Senior Under-Officer. 
As a soldier he soon made his mark and a correspondent of tlie R.A. Regimental News 
describes him as being one hundred per cent. efficient and with exceptional powers of 
leadership and organisation, combined with cheerfulness and a sense of humour under 
adverse conditions. It was not only in his profession that he excelled ; by grit and 
determination, and without coaching, he became a barrister-at-law (Inner Temple) 
and as a result of extensive reading he was able to talk with knowledge on many subjects. 
In addition to this he found time to take an active part in games ; though an expert ri_der 
and swimmer he was perhaps at his best when ski-ing and shooting and he had several 
tigers to his credit. 

The story ·of his exploit when he received the wounds which resulted in his death 
has yet to be told but it epitomises the pluck and dash which contributed to his character. 
It is.enough to say that after direct hits on the armoured vehicle in which he was moving 
far behind the enemy lines he succeeded in rescuing the driver and returning to our 
line despite a shattered arm and other wounds. So passes one who has brought credit 
to the School he loved and to the great regiment which he served so faithfully. 

ROGERSON, THOMAS COOPER (b. '84-'91). 

" Who shall be King of men,' 
King of three hundred." 

In reading through some letters wrich Rogerson had kept and which had been 
lent to me, I came across two from his old headmaster, E. M. Young. In one he referred 
to " The Kingship you had so long exercised at School," and the other ran : " Your 
admirable captaincy of Sherbome was a great support to me in those trying days, when 
it was everything to me to have at my right hand a leading boy upon whose steadfastness 
I could depend and whom his fellows were proud to follow." In him Young had found 
" The King of men " of his School song. The death of "Tam" Rogerson, as he was 
known to his contemporaries, removes one who played a very prominent part in the life 
of the School not only as a boy but as an Old Shirburnian. He was at Sherbome from 
1884 to 1891, first in Wood's, then in Whitehead's. He remained at School until well 
on in his twenty-first year, a record which I believe has only once since been equalled. 
He was a Head of the School whose word was law, he won many of the School Prizes, 
was in the Eleven for two years, and in the Fifteen for four, being Captain his last two 
seasons. Of medium height, sturdily built, very nimble on his feet and very strong, he 
especia1ly distinguished himself at full back, where his imperturbality, pluck and skill 
made him a hero to us all, but there was no position outside the grovel where he could 
not and did not play. He was also a Lieutenant in the· School Rifle Corps ; and so 
came about that in his last year the position he occupied was almost unique, and it is no 
wonder that he was regarded with awe, respect and admiration by us younger members 
~f the School. 
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At Exeter College, Oxford, he took a second-class in the Law Schools, and after
wards, a first-class in the D.C.L. Examination. While at the Varsity he began to interest 
himself in Social problems ; for a while he shared rooms with J. C. Pringle (afterwards 
the well-known Secretary of the Charity Organization Society) and the two together 
used to endeavour to inspire other members of the College with interest in these matters. 

This desire to be of service to the Community was his guiding star through life ; 
and, though he became a Barrister of the Inner Temple and practised successfully on 
the Northern Circuit, he was without doubt happiest when living at Oxford House and 
helping in the Boys' Clubs, in his work as Captain in the Southwark Cadet Corps, and 
in running his Boy Scouts in South Sussex. 

He was a very eloquent speaker ; and no one, who was present at the meeting of 
the Old Shirburnian Society. held in the Big School Room in 1921, will forget the force 
of his appeal in support of Colonel Bennett, which successfully brought about the 
Association of the School with Southwark, an Association which with the founding of 
Sherborne House, has been close and happy for now twenty years. 

Colonel Bennett writes of him :-
"He was a wonderfully generous friend and loved to help lame dogs over stiles. 

He was an excellent organiser, and was beloved by the boys, helping . them in their 
troubles and encouraging their activities and sports. His· retirement in 1929, on leaving 
London, was a sad loss to us." 

He was District Commissioner of the Hove and Shoreham Scouts as well as Group 
Scout Master of the Hove Group, and on the 14th May, 1941, was awarded the Medal 
of Merit. This Group of Scouts owed much to his generosity and enthusiastic leadership. 
And the depth of their appreciation and gratitude was shown in the service which was 
held in his memory at Hillside, a site which he had purchased, equipped, bequeathed 
and endowed for their use. 

He was a Freemason and acted as Founding Secretary of the O.S. Lodge, which 
was consecrated on May 28th, 1908; he became Master in 1912; Treasurer in 1934; 
and up to his death was a regular attendant and staunch supporter. 

In 1900 he edited the Second Edition of the Sherborne Register ; an enormous 
underta.lcing for which alone all Shirburnians should be grateful to his memory. For 
many years, too, he acted as Dinner Secretary for the O.S. Society. Of North Country 
stock he had great independence of character and went his own way ; but many indeed 
are the happier and the better for having crossed his path. The power of leadership so 
early developed at Sherbome, was well used throughout his life, and added to it was 
a kind heart for ever prompting good and generous acts. He lived man's allotted span 
of years and then left us having done his work right well, and having fulfilled those final 
lines of the School Song :-

He who in stonn and strife 
Bears with the meekest, 

He who, when wrongs are rife, 
Stn'kes for the weakest, 

Loving and loved again, 
He shall be King of men, 

King of Three hundred.. L.C.P. 
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ENGAGEMENT 

CAPTAIN w. M. M. MILLIGAN (b '21-27) and Miss CAsSAVETTI. The engagement 
is announced between Captain Wyndham Macbeth Moir Milligan, Scots Guards, 
second son of Dr. W. Anstruther Milligan and the late Mrs. Milligan, of 11,' Upper 
Brook Street, W.1, and Helen Penelope Eirene, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. J. 
Cassavetti, of Cotmore, Bicester, Oxon. 

ORDAINED 

· N. S. P. BARON (a 1930-1933), Curate of St. Francis, Welwyn Garden City (Sept., 
1941). . . 

P.A. APPS (a 1931-1936), Curate of Eastleigh (Sept., 1941). 

Of miscellaneous O.S. news there is much, but we would like to record our pleasure 
at seeing that P. M. de C. Williams has been playing for Oxford. 

R. B. de Glanville, one of the few O.S. who are serving in Egypt, must be wished 
good luck in his partidpation in the Defence of Tobruk, and in the attack into which 
that defence has developed; and so must all O.S. who are now on active service any
where. 

WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:-
The master who said that Paris is a small town in the middle of the Seine. 
The master, who said: "We will now do this once several times." 
The sergeant in the J.T.C. who decided that the third movement in the "lying load" was to 

thrust your legs in front and your feet behind. 
The P.T. Instructor who said: "Spring to attention with a jump-feet astride." 
The Abbey clock for not failing to keep up the old traditions. 
Another P.T. Instructor who said: "One upward jump keeping the hands on the ground." 
The boy who, when asked by the master t~ng him, if he was learning anything, replied 

smartly; "No, Sir, I'm listening to you." 

SOCIAL 

JAMES RHOADES 

Secretaries M. D. HOGG AND M. POPE. 

The Society has held most of its meetings at Abbey Grange, by the kind invitation 
of Mr. and Mrs. O'Hanlon. Old members have been able to take part in some of the 
readings. 

The following plays have been read :
On. September 27th and October 4th 
On October 25th and November 1st 

Twelfth Night. 
Richard II. 

On November 15th Murder in the Cathedral. 
A paper by Mr: Randolph on "The Reading of Shakespeare," has been arrang.ed 

for November 29th. E.C.M. 
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THE DUFFERS 

So far three meetings have been held this term. D. E. C. Russell read a good paper 
on " The Appreciation of Music," and A. H. Maxwell a long paper on " Anglo-Irish · 
Literature," which was often in danger of becoming a catalogue, but was full of good 
things. Of the third paper on " Goethe," not much can be said-facts are incontestable, 
and we had our fill of them. 

We have yet to hear C. I. Ball on" Lewis Carroll." 

THE DICKENS SOCIETY 

The last meeting of last term was held in the Lower Library, where Mr. Gaydon 
read an excellent paper on " Why I dislike Dickens." Some of us had expected a much 
fiercer attack, and we· were, therefore, pleasantly surprised when that attack was not 
forthcoming. Mr. Gaydon's objections were chiefly levelled at Dickens's sentimentality, 
,his morbidity, and his "padding." On the subject of sentimentality there is little to 
be said. His morbidity can, however, be defended. Dickens's aim in his books was to 
paint a picture of life, and, ·because he saw everything in this world so much more 
intensely and imaginatively th.an other men, his picture of life is highly coloured. That 
means that everything in his writillg is exceedingly vivid. His comedy is vivid: his 
sentimentality is vivid : his satire is vivid : and his morbidity is vivid. The twentieth 
century likes comedy, and therefore revels in vivid comedy. It does not like sentimen
tality, and therefore loathes vivid sentimentality. It does not openly appreciate mor
bidity, and therefore is averse to vivid morbidity. But, as the Bishop of Manchester 
said, " Dickens has shown forth in all his knowledge of the dark comers of the earth 
how much sunshine may rest upon the lowliest lot." The complaint against Dickens's 
padding is common. The brief answer is that Dickens's padding is not padding. It is 
the necessary interlude between cine outstanding passage and another. 

The evening was altogether very satisfactory. It brought out one point very clearly. 
Many boys who were not members of the Dickens Society admitted that they enjoyed 
portions of Dickens, but that either they did not know where to find these portions or 
they thought it was too much labour. In the main, it is for these boys that the Dickens 
Society was started, for in the Society paper5 are read which tell " the story of the book," 
and illustrate that story with the best extracts from the book. In this way all the so-called 
padding is obviated, and nothing is left but the best of Dickens. 

This term the Society has met twice. The first paper was read by M. McCrum 
on " The Mystery of Edwin Drood," and the second by G. M. H. Raper on " Tony 
Weller and Son." We have yet to hear the Chairman on "Dickens and the Victorian 
Age," B. R. G. Webber on "Dickens in the Twentieth Century," and G. T. Myers 
on " A Christmas Carol." M.McC. 

THE WILDMAN SOCIETY 

So far there have been three meetings this term and it is hoped that a fourth will be 
held on December the Sixth. The first meeting was by custom a snap debate, but although 
many attended, few spoke. The. motion at the second meeting, that " this House believes 
a scientific education to be the only one to fit a person for the modem world," was 
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defeated by sixteen votes to twelve. The motion at the third meeting was that " this 
House desires one universal language." This was an interesting debate and the motion 
was lost by eighteen votes to eleven. The last motion of ihe term will be that " this 
House believes individualism to be the cause of all our troubles." · 

D.K.F., Hon. Sec. 

SPOTTERS CLUB 

With these days of fast-moving war, and fast-moving aeroplanes of many types, we 
decided that a little extra knowledge was necessary. 

Thus, with the help of Mr. Ellison, as· Chairman, and also the Headmaster, who 
sanctioned the Club and accepted the office of President, we are now formed into a 
body to discover this knowledge. We are still in our infancy, however, and little more 
can be said, except that perhaps one day in the near future, a Spitfire will not just be a 
Spitfire, but a Spitfire Mk.V (one Rolls-Royce Merlin) ... ! R.D.B. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR Srns, 
Much has been altered here because of the war, and no man can be accused of being " laudator 

temporis acti " because he prefers a tuck-shop full of sugar-buns, or a school of stiff-collars and 
no tweed coats. Such attractions have been both necessary and reasonable. In all humility I 
should suggest that the change in the organization of football am.ong Senior boys, which I do not 
believe to have been occasioned by the war, satisfies neither of these conditions. "Was it 
necessary ?" I do not think that the standard of play in Senior leagues was lower than usual, and 
I am certain that enthusiasm was no less. Was it reasonable ? I will endeavour to show that it 
was not. 

Rugby football is a great game largely because above all others it is a team game. The 
cricketer, naturally, is ambitious for his team, but there are few who would not choose a century 
in a lost match rather than an ignoble score when their own side won. Rugby football in league 
games at Sherborne is, I think, played in as good a spirit as anywhere else, whether it be Twickenham 
or Swansea. The great glory of Senior leagues has always been that the effort has not been made 
only by the more skilful, but by all concerned in the game : it has provided a blend of comradeship 
and rivalry perhaps unsurpassed even by the heroes who can sport caps and scarves, and raise our 
hearts on Saturday iiftern:oons, and our argument about their merits far more frequently. Let us 
not shirk the issue : the standard of football and of enthusiasm demonstrated in Senior leagues 
is caused largely by the fact that they are House sides. The budding intellectual may laugh at us 
hoary conservatives, but we do firmly believe that it is this much-maligned " house-spirit " that 
is the true pathway to the love and to the most useful service of the School. It is this " house
spirit " that animates us from our first day here until our last ; even though towards the end of 
our time its place may largely be filled by a greater loyalty, it is with us to the end of our stay here. 

Nowhere is the spirit displayed in a finer way than on the distant grounds visited only by the 
inhabitants of the Upper when the whistle is between their teeth. Not only does it infuse those 
playing but also those who watch and give encouragement : the supporters are there not only 
as a duty, but in order to ·assist, if they can, the football of their House. To many of us this occu
pation has given an experience, and a pleasure with which we would not willingly part. 
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But now what has happened ? The democracy in which each man strove for the good of his 
state, small though it was, has become an aristocracy with a policy of self-interest and personal 
advancement. Who• can show the same enthusiasm and the same desire to encourage and to 
improve when he sees two teams almost of strangers in opposition ? Who but a privileged few can 
show the same enthusiasm when he plays among strangers all about as good and about as disinter
ested as himself? His desire, if it is not to avoid the game completely, is simply to excel in indi
vidual competition. Can the potential il}lprovement of football among the best of Senior leagues 
compensate for the lack of enthusiasm or interest in the mass ? 

The practical question.of the opportunity for the training of Junior teams I leave aside: it is 
relevant but obviously it is subordinate to the main issue. There are many of us, and those not 
necessarily the most distinguished or the most intimately concerned who believe that a very serious 
error has been made--an error which it requires little courage to rectify. 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yours sincerely, 
ANON. 

I do not think that enough people know the generous aid which English Schools give to China. 
The considerable augmentation of the revenue of General Chiang Kai Chek which results from 
the expenditure upon rice of the school catering departments, must I feel sure, help him to maintain 
his struggle against the invaders of China. 

Much as I approve of this well-meant aid to China, I feel that it would be desirable that our 
contribution to our gallant allies' revenues could be made by other means than by the consumption 
at the dining table of vast and everlasting quantities of rice. 

To the Editors of" The Shirbumian." 

DEAR Srns. 

Yours truly. 
"NEARLY A CooLIE." 

May I suggest that more interest in athletics is shown by the School ? Most Public Schools 
have cross-country running as well as the major games like Rugger and Cricket, and they also have 
it included in their sports. Why should we not follow their example in this respect, and thus 
introduce a sport which is great fun and, incidentally, much more interesting than trotting mechan
ically round the middle slopes. 

Well, what about it ? 
Yours, hopefully, 

"RUNNER JACK." 

(You will find that cross-country runs were abolished some time ago, because they are bad for 
the health of many people.-Eds. Shirb.). 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

Please allow me to express publicly my thanks to all Masters who have given up so much of 
their time in helping to organise School games this term. 

Yours, etc., 
E. H. WALSWORTH BELL, 

Captain of Football. 
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To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIR, 

THE SHIRBURNIAN 

A deal of controversy has been aroused, I know, over the new system by which Senior Leagues 
are now organised. The system itself is not, as a matter of fact, new. It was used at Sherborne 
some years ago under the name of Class Garnes, but it only made the standard of games so low 
through lack of interest that it had to be abolished. The re-introduction of these class garne8 seemed 
to be the only answer to the situation at the beginning of the rugger term. 

This year two or three Houses had very few people old enough for Senior Leagues. Their 
sides, too, were largely composed of weak players, besides the introduction of other Houses, which 
proved no answer to the problem. The strangers felt left out of their House teams but they did 
play well and are to be congratulated on their unselfishness. Inevitably Houses would only spare 
their weaker players. 

The weaker teams took their places in the ordinary rotas and played heavier and better sides, 
always being soundly trounced. Sides went short. One good player on a bad side never had a 
proper game. Good players on heavy sides played bad football and were not stopped from scoring 
tries. Weak players did not look forward to their daily games. 

Some system had· to be found which would dispel all this. Class games were the only answer. 
Now the teams are arranged in order of merit from one to eight. The games between two, three 
and four are of a very high standard and v,:eaker players play against people of their own calibre. 

Interest must be maintained all 'the time. An improvement in play will put a player, or a 
whole team, up one place. Once a week the best Senior League side plays the 3rd XV. The 3rd 
XV in this way do not feel themseives " safe " and a lot of talent has been found on these Lowers. 
The org'anisation, too, is centralised so that the Captain of Garnes can order a side to play Colts 
and be sure of a full side, who have been playing together, and of the right standard, without 
causing a lot of inconvenience to House Captains. 

This letter is to serve as an explanation. It is not a defence or excuse. 
for School Garnes will run them as they see fit. School games they must be. 
be taught to look to something larger than their own Houses. 

Those responsible 
And people must 

Yours, etc., 
E. WALSWORTH BELL. 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

In company with many other Shirburnians I am horrified at the thought of all the war work 
we could have done, had the Authorities used more initiative. In future years when we are asked 
what we did during the war, w~ will say, "we carried on as before." Such a gutless remark is 
not worthy of Sherborne. Letter after letter has been written to " The Shirburnian " imploring 
the abolition of a calendar for every day, the scrapping of the antique howitzer in the armoury, 
and the removal of the large iron cases over the big school room radiators, but they have all been 
systematically ignored. No reason has been given to the School telling us why the above suggestions 
have' not been carried out, for they would all help the national war effort. 

Might I suggest in desperation that a committee of boys and masters be set up to find war 
jobs which we can do in our spare time. Surely it is our duty to sacrifice games for war work in 
these critical days ? The committee could also check some of the extravagant tendencies of the 
School, such as using valuable petrol to take teams to away matches, which are often miles away. 

I hope this letter will hasten the time when we Shirburnians can proudly say what we did to 
help win the war, instead of feeling ashamed and muttering that we did a little farm work. 

I remain, Yours sincerely, 
A SHIRBURNIAN. 

(Railway engines do not use up petrol.-Eds. Shirb.). 
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DEAR SIRS, 
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There is a lot of idle talk between members of the School on the subject of our agricultural 
work. The result of these vapcurings, is. that many people are now wagging their heads sagely 
and saying that we ought to give up all games and concentrate on agriculture. 'We are here to be 
educated to become leaders, not farm labourers, and a very important part of that education is 
games. Our part in the war, as the Headmaster has so often said, is to carry on with our job, 
which is education. And the little the country might benefit by our giving up games, would not 
nearly compensate for the loss to our education. Finally, our pareitts do not pay fabulous sums 
so that we should only work for local farmers in our spare time and so soothe the consciences of. 
those who feel that "we are not doing enough." 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yours, etc., 
"TORY." 

Now that the season of Rugby football has returned and most members of this School are 
privileged to watch a good match every Saturday, more enthusiasm might be shown in the form of 
cheering and applause, instead of watching aircraft, fighting, or sitting in a lethargic coma com
plaining about the cold. I would also co!ldemr:{ the attitude of some people who, as.soon as the 
match has ended, race to the tuck-shop without even waiting to cheer the team into the pavilion 
in the traditional manner. 

(Hear, hear !.-Eds. Shirb.). 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

SIRS, 

Being an optimist, 
Yours hopefully, 

E.C. 

May I take this opportunity to suggest that a new activity should be added to those already 
existing at Sherbome ? These evenings, when it becomes dark early, would it not be a good thing 
to hold inter-house matches in darts and table tennis, in fact, any such indoor games ? I feel sure 
that they would be popular ; especially ·to those who find it hard to acquire "house spirit" on the 
football field. 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yours, etc., 
"ONE OF THE RANK AND FILE.'. 

I was astonished, and at the same time much grieved, to discover recently, when conversing 
with a senior member of this School, that it was by no means uncommon to believe that members 
of the Medical Group frequently engaged themselves in practical work entailing vivisection. 

. I freely admit that much necessary practical work is done by this Group. But I feel that a 
public declaration is needed to the effect, that the belief, entertained by certain elements in. the 
School, that this practical work entails vivisection, is wholly untrue and unjustified. Thus those 
who dislike this form of medical research, need not look with loathing on the Medical Group. 

I am, Sirs, 
Your obedient servant, 

USUACH, 
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To the Ediiors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

THE SHIRBURNIAN 

Would it not be possible to construct a roof from the exterior of Room 19 to the Tuck Shop ? 
It need only be a temporary canvas erection, and it would save us from being drenched on rainy 
days, when through lack of accommodation we have to wait outside in a queue. 

Failing this, would it not be possible to lay down duck boards between these two buildings 
to bridge the quagmire of yellow mud ? 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yours, etc., 
D.B.S. 

I am sure that I voice the heart-felt opinion of the majority of the School when I say that I 
do not. like the tune to which we now sing the hymn" Abide with me." ' 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

DEAR SIRS, 

Yours, etc., 
E.G.W.B. 

While most Public Schools boast a Dramatic Society, Sherborne does not. Before the war 
there was quite a flourishing one here, and I can see no reason why we cannot still have one. There 
are many boys I know who would welcome its return. Little or no money need be spent to produce 
one play a term. Is there any other reason why we should not be able to develop our dramatic 
talent? 

To the Editors of" The Shirburnian." 

SIRS, 

Yours, etc., 
" SLIGHTLY STAGE STRUCK." 

We should like to record our grateful thanks to the Priests who have taken the Intercession 
Services this term in the Abbey on Thursday mornings. 

We realise that they must have taken considerable trouble to make the Intercessions so helpful, 
and we should like them to know that i:hey have been abundantly successful. We are sure that 
many others will agree with us. 

We are, Yours, 
TRES IGNOTI. 
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THE VICTORIAN AGE 

It is the irony of history that every age prepares the way for its most hated rival ; 
every idea or institution passes into its opposite. It is also true that the present is always 
infallible until it becomes. the past; the Victorian age at present is suffering from the 
results of both these axioms. To-day we judge. the Victorian age by aspidistras, lace 
curtains, the Albert Memorial, and the worst lines of Tennyson: in our anxiety to 
remember the forgotten and forget the once ardently remembered, we have extracted 
a genius from among the Victorian poets in the person of Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
whose strongest claim to greatness is that he was not admired by his contemporaries. 
Samuel Butler, too, has some slight following, because he exposed a parent, and broke 
the fifth commandment in so revolting a way as to be modern. 

The Victorian age was a time of religious and moral anxiety : the relation of man 
to the universe inspired the verses of its poets and the periods ofits prose writers. To-day 
we, who have little in common with the Victorian spirit, comment only on the social 
sins and commercial crimes. We are interested not in the quiet assimilation of material 
progress, but in the architecture, the tight stays, and the annual arrivals mto already 
overcrowded nurseries. The value of judging an age by its worst manifestations is as 
useful as criticising a poet by his worst lines : ·if the first line of Keats we ever heard 
began : " 0 Attic shape ! fair attitude," few of us would have treated him as anything 
but a bad poet : the tendency of the present age is to form opinions by first impressions, 
and then to publish them. 

It is not difficult to find fault with the past, especially when the present is infallible, 
and can speak without fear of contradiction. Dean Inge suggested that if the writers 
of to-day put in front of them the portraits of those whose works they were criticising 
there would be a great deal less literary impertinence. 
' Perhaps the Victorians themselves would consider that they had been most successful 

in the field of literature : at the Accession of the Queen, Wordsworth was long past his 
best, Keats and Shelley were dead, and the young Dickens undistinguished, yet a 
catalogue of those who wrote the bulk of their works during her reign inclucies among 
the poets Matthew Arnold, Tennyson, the Brownings, the Rossettis, Swinburne, and 
Fitzgerald, and among prose writers, masters of such varying styles as· Dickens, 
Thackeray, Hardy, Meredith, Stevenson and Pater. Such a catalogue cannot be despised : 
it may be to the discredit of the Victorians that they would have added several more to 
the list of great poets, but great poets there were, and we should do well to produce 
greater poetry ourselves before we sneer. 

What was the Victorian spirit that produced this magnificent outpouring of 
literature ? First of all it may be said that it was an awakening of the national conscience 
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to the problem of man's relation to his fellow creatures and to the universe : this attitude 
is not perceptible only in painters and poets, but in political life and religious movement~. 
The interest of the average man in the debates in Parliament and the hero-worship with 
which the statesmen were regarded is a sure indication of a healthy spirit in public life. 
The Oxford Movement was capable of a far-reaching effect which even publicity can 
hardly give to the Oxford Group to-day. 

The greatness of the achievement of the Victorians lies in their ability to assimilate 
progress. We have let material progress overtake us, and gave become its tools: in some 

' remarkable way the Victorians managed to avoid this fate, perhaps because of t4eir 
infinite capacity for taking themselves seriously : one has but to look at " A Child's 
Guide to Knowledge " to .have the Victorian attitude perfectly reflected. 

What do we owe to the Victorians ? We owe to them sixty years of a prosperity 
that is symbolised by something better than the great glasshouse of the Crystal Palace ; 
their memorial is something finer than they imagined. During the reign of Queen 
Victoria the Universities had progressed from the homes of celibate fellows "whose 
dull but deep potations excused the brisk intemperance of youth " to places where 
Anglican privileges had gone, and the colleges had become " the noble environment 
that can exalt the spirit." This is but another example of peaceful but sound advance. 
And with peace came the works of peace, literature that retains its freshness, and painting 
that, if it did nothing else, at least pointed the way to advance. 

When all is said, when the rapid but controlled progress in every sphere has be-en_ 
examined, we are bound to admit, however much it may hurt our pride to do so, that 
" the Elizabethan and Victorian ages will appear to the historian of the future as the 
twin peaks in which English civilisation culminated." " Ubi nil timetur, quod timeatur 
nascitur," but the eclipse of the Victorians will not last for long: H. 

THE CHAPEL 

Some time in the fifteenth century there was built over a late Norman undercroft 
that had already stood for three centuries a hall for the Abbot of Sherbome. Here, 
well above the ground level, to, avoid the prevailing damp, the heads of the monastery 
received their guests and conducted their business. This hall, changed almost out of 
recognition, still forms part of the Chapel-the sanctuary, chancel and Eastern part 
of the nave. 

The Abbots were not to enjoy the use of the hall for ,long. In 1539 with the dis
. solution of the monastery, it was turned to baser uses and became a silk mill-one of 
. the many for which the district was so well known until recent times. And thus it 
remained for over three hundred years ruthlessly adapted to the cause of commerce 
with a second floor inserted at the level of the wall plates and the beautiful roof pierced 
to form dormer windows. The mill was a large and prosperous establishment and the 
time is almost within living memory when from the School House it was possible to 
see little boys with trays of spools running up and down the flight of stairs that led to 
the first floor and when the undercroft was used as a stable for donkeys which were 
tethered to the great Norman pillars. 
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But in 1851 with Harper came the great change when by the munificence of Earl 
Digby the building (together with the Library and School House studies) passed to the 
School out of the tenancy of Mr. Gouger, the last master silk thrower. The donor of 
this noble gift is commemorated in the inscription on the north wall of the Library ; 
truly indeed, "Aedes religioni olim deditas reli'gioni restituit." 

Long and careful restoration followed, including the removal of the upper floor. 
and the insertion of modem windows, and in 1855 the building was consecrated as a 
Chapel dedicated to St. John the Evangelist. The date is inscribed on the lectern bible, 
probably the last of the original chapel furnishings to survive to-day ; its good state of 
preservation after the thumbing of nearly ninety years ·would be remarkable, were it 
not that its use has been intermittent. For the first time the school had its own place 
of worship (1); while the crypt below with its curious uneven arches and fine dog-tooth 
Norman north door, was cleared, and James Rhoades, master and poet, was in later 
years enabled to write of it : 

Through these clamorous cloisters 
Silent forms have strayed; 

Dark cowled Benedictines 
Haunt the pillared shade. (2) 

But the new Chapel, notable addition though it was, did not long prove sufficient 
for those easy days when the School was growing fast term by term. In 1865 two bays 
were added to the west, supported underneath by the room now the Pound, which was 
first used as the Sixth Form classroom. And again in 1871 Harper complained to the 
Governors of serious overcrowding. " On Sunday last," he wrote, " we had 78 boys 
overflowing into the central aisle of our chapel." But it was not until 1879 that the next 
great addition was completed in the shape of the north aisle, supported upon the perpen
dicular cloister beneath. (This change was undertaken only after great hesitation ; 
alternative schemes included the turning to other uses of the Chapel and a new erection 
on an entirely different site-discarded because of the great cost of desecration-and 
also the removal of the School House studies and the extension of the Chapel to the east). 

Up till now the seats had been arranged "chapelwise," facing one another nprth 
and south, but with the coming of Young, they were all turned towards the Altar. 
"Whatever may be the propriety ecclesiastical," tactfully wrote the author of a contem
porary handbook to the scho<?l, " there is very little doubt that for schoolboy worship 
it is infinitely better that the seats should be arranged all facing eastward." (3) It was 
Young, too, who created additional room by extending the Harper aisle eastwards right 
into the School House studies "without the loss of a single sJ:Udy." ' 

Later, in less prosperous times, Westcott, great and inspiring preacher though he 
was, could only effect smaller material improvements. ·But he transformed the sanctuary 
by the addition of the South African War Memorial mosaics, the marble flooring and 
the present Altar and Frontals (though both the latter have been enlarged in recent 
years). (4) 

The arrangement of the west end entrance at this time deserves mention. Ascending 
from the present arch in the cloisters a flight of uncovered. stairs swung left through a 
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space now occupied by the Bursar's office up to an open terrace with a very charming 
view over the close. Access to the Chapel was through a door facing directly west. 

This door is still in use, but with the last great change in the building~the Memorial 
Staircase of 1920-22-it now faces north. The new extension westwards engulfed the 
old terrace (though the view therefrom is preserved in the little window facing south, 
the existence of which puzzles many), but added many new seats and generally improved 
the proportions of the building which before had been somewhat broad for its length. 

Music has always been a prime care of the place. Two organs (5) (manipulated from 
a console placed opposite on the north side of the choir) were successively housed in 
the recess above the present console ; these were blown manually from the Library, a 
reliable system mainly, save when interfered with by the mischievous. In 1925 the 
present organ was installed and the old east window placed behind it (6), while the 
Harper Memorial Window was moved to the east end. This window, a cross section 
of the history of Wessex, repays study, though a guide is necessary. 

A cross section of history indeed and so, too, is the Chapel itself of the story of the 
school's development. In windows, reredos, pulpit, screen, panelling, seats and 
innumerable tablets are called to remembrance Sherborne's "noble ghosts of manhood." 
Their devotion and foresight are commemorated annually indeed in the Abbey, but 
daily in the Chapel. For here are the great figures of the past hundred years, too often 
perhaps in these days passed by unheeded. 

Foot notes. 

1. The April, 1912, number of" The Shirburnian" contains a most interesting account of Sunday 
at Sherbome in the old days, when the School attended the Abbey. 

2. Herice perhaps the persistent rumour that the cloisters are haunted. Granted the eeriness of 
the place on a dark and windy night-an erriness never experienced (officially at least) by 
members of the School until the present war-there is none the less no foundation for the idea. 
Arthur Scott, who as man and boy knew the cloisters as well as anyone was wont to remark 
that "he never met anyone there worse than. himself." True enough that for many years the 
Chapel steps were frequented by a predatory raven (" Moloch " ; see Register p. 235), but he 
was untidy perhaps rather than uncanny. 

3. Many of the original seats are now in the bath whither they were removed about ten years ago 
as the present oak pews were gradually introduced. 

4. Previously there had only been a Holy Table with no sides, beneath which incidentally the 
brooms and dustpans of the cleaners had found an uneasy resting place; they were banished 
forthwith. Westcott also banished the "diih religious light" of earlier days by the introduction 
of incandescent gas burners. This was generally considered an inprovement, though at first 
" we found the effect a little dazzling." 

5. In very early days the pulpit seems to have been on the north and among the football matches 
played were' those " Pulpit v. Organ ~ide." Homeric contests indeed, for practically the whole 
school seems to have taken part, and the struggle was often continued for more than one day_ 

6. Some think that an East window should properly follow tradition and centre round the figure 
of Our Lord, and many will have wished to see revealed the old window with its " insinuating 
green serpent." Alas ! after a certain afternoon in 1940 (the censor would forbid more accurate 
dating) we never shall. 
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REBELLION 

The valley had high, frowning and precipitous walls, composed of solid rock, with 
a scanty covering of turf and heather. It was an isolated valley, narrow and winding in 
the mountains, ending in a lough, a deep calm lough, with the four mountaills-the 
legendary and ever-waking sentinels of that country, towering above it. Their names 
are Curraneenbann, Gowlbeg, Knocknagorraveels and Cooraveena. · 

An old woman was gathering sticks near to her little white-washed hut-fuschia 
sticks, that burnt well and were a change from the turf. The Wind was whistling from 
the haunted bog which lay over the top of Cooraveena, and driving rain stormed down 
the sheer sides of Curraneenbann. Apart from the howl of the wind and the swish of 
the rain, all was silent. Suddenly the old woman's grandson, a dirty, barefooted boy 
of four, came running up. He had seen five men coming up the valley, he said-what 
were they like ? Soldiers, was the excited reply-May the Lord defend us-the judg
ment of Satan is upon us ! cried the old woman, seizing the child and going into the bog. 

They hid there, a short distance from the hut, behind a rock, both shivering in the 
cold. The valley was silent again. The storm swept that wild western land, and the old 
woman prayed. 

Then, in a lull of the wind they heard the men coming-soon they saw them, 
black forms, with heads down, climbing up to the hut, fighting the wind with' every step. 
They reached it, and beat down the door with their rifles. Two pigs and three geese 
ran out as they went in. She waited, with her boy, too dazed to think of anything but 
his own safety. 

The soldiers left the hut, laughing arid shouting, obviously drunk, taking both pigs 
with them. At last the stupor left the old woman : she got up and rushed after the 
soldiers, invoking the curses of the God of Knocknagorraveela upon their heads: 
Floundering in the bog, she saw one of the soldiers lie down-there was a shot, and a 
cry from her grandson, struggling after her. The soldiers went on, still laughing. 

She bent down over the boy. He was dead. 
Turning, she saw her hut in flames. She felt numb and senseless, the light was 

failing-she could no longer hear the soldiers. The storm was dying down. A solitary 
gull shrieked over the great gaunt shoulder of Gowlbeg. She stood still. Her hut was 
burnt to the ground-her animals had scattered-her grandson was dead. , Her son 
had been shot two days ago at Corragh ... 

In the darkness she said a prayer to the four silent ~entinels of that wild and lovely 
land, crossed the bog, climbing up towards the top of the precipice of Gowlbeg-one 
falling straight down into the lough. She reached it, panting a little-" May God 
forgive me now, if I sin,'' she said. Then she committed herself for ever to the silent 
depths ofDerreenadavodia. ROBIN. 

AGRICULTURE 

How THE SCHOOL CAN CONTRIBUTE VALUABLY TO THIS VITAL ASPECT OF OUR WAR EFFORT. 

I have heard it mentioned in many quarters that the School is not pulling its weight · 
in aiding the farmers 0£ the surrounding countryside. These people point out what 
other schools have done and are doing. We hear of one school running its own farm, for 



example. Another is felling its own timber, yet another has its own technical college. 
Perhaps most important of all, we hear of very many public schools organising their own 
holiday farming camps, which either help in tlie harvest or travel to lumbering areas 
where they do extremely valuable work. These camps are official, being run by one or 
more masters of the school. 

Now, I am not depreciating in any way our magnificent effort in the siimmer term, 
though why just the summer term? Nor am I suggesting that we run our own farm 
or technical college, though these would certainly be worthy accretions to the school. 

No, what is badly needed is a permanent organising authority who will have sole 
charge over a section of the school composed of boys who have had previous farming 
experience, and who do not play games regularly. This section would be welded into 
a mobile corps, similar to the mobile agricultural corps, recently formed· by the Army 
Council. ' 

Talent would not be lacking, as there are several boys whose fathers own farms, 
and would thus be well acquainted with farming methods ; there would be many more, 
like myself, who have spent their holidays on farms, and have thus acquired an extensive 
knowledge of farming. 

This corps would not waste its ability in pulling up charlock and in gathering 
potatoes, two unskilled jobs which the remainder of the school show themselves remark
ably adept. 

It would concentrate on the more specialised side of agriculture. Some boys who 
are especially proficient at ploughing would go round to the surroundil;ig farms and do 
this important work ; others would harrow ; others drill ; and when the summer came 
round, would aid the farmers in' both the hay and com harvests by operating the 
implements. ' 

Thus they would be working regularly throughout the year, instead of in fitful 
bursts, and I am sure the farmers would appreciate and welcome this as an established 
and systematic help, on which they could always rely. 

A DAY WITH THE TANKS 

It was on Saturday, November 1st, that eight of us, one from each House, had 
what, I should imagine, was in most cases our first glimpse of the R.A.C. It was Colonel 
Randolph who arranged for us to go ; how it was engineered I do not know, but it is 
certainly to him that our thanks are due. 

Our day was divided between the two Tank Schools of Lulworth and Bovington. 
We arrived at the former just after ten o'clock and soon found ourselves in a lecture 
room filled with officers of varying ranks. Here we were first explained the object of 
these demonstrations which are given once a month-namely, to acquaint other branches 
of the Army, also the Navy, R.A.F., Home Guard, and in our case the J.T.C., with the 
different types and functions of tanks. 

During the morning, which we spent at Lulworth, which deals mostly with gunnery, 
we were certainly kept interested. On leaving the lecture room we examined a German 
anti-tank gun, a Churchill heavy tank, different types of shell used by tanks and their 
penetrative power at different ranges and angles of impact, and ,different guns, :notably 
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the 3-inch howitzer, the 2-pounder and the Besa ; our last visit was to the Tank Corp's 
equivalent of the link trainer, a gun turret in the middle of a room, through the periscope 
of which the model parorama laid out all round with electrically operated miniature 
tanks, lorries, guns and many other gadgets scattered over it, looks like a real landscape. 

Next we were taken to the range, a series of railway tracks cut into the side of a 
down, at-different heights and ranges, along which wooden silhouettes of tanks ran at 
anything up to 30 m.p.h. Covenanters and Matildas appeared on our flanks and fired 
at stationary· and moving targets with their 2-pounders and Besas. They shot from 
stationary positions and on the move ; it was, we were told, largely this ability to shoot 
on the move that established our superiority over the Italian tanks in Libya. After this 
there followed smoke demonstrations and the liquidation of a road block by a " Churchill." 
In the last item the R.A.F. co-operated by sending over five Spitfires which first solemnly 
dive-bo~bed us at twenty feet and then made a. target, on the side of the down, dance 
with lead from their cannons and machine guns. From this demonstration it needed 
little imagination to picture the battle for Crete. Last of all a Lysander flew over trailing 
a target which contained twenty-seven bullet holes by the time two of the new A.A. 
tanks had finished with it. 

Having eaten a picnic lunch en route, we arrived at Bovington, which specialises 
in tactical training, at about two o'clock. Here the demonstrations consisted of one of a 
troop of Valentines getting bogged and pulled out again, the climbing of a 45 degrees 
bank and a race between a Covenanter and a new American light tank. To finish the 
day. we inspected a variety of tanks, including the " Churchill,'' " Matilda,'' " Cove
nanter," " Crusader" and "Valentine." 

In this brief summary of a full day I have dealt mainly with facts. As to my 
impressions they were of efficiency. If the gunnery, for example, of the whole R.A.C. 
is as efficient as that which I saw, I do not envy their victims. 

WARSHIP WEEK 

The proverbial Man from Mars, had he been loosed on Sherborne during its 
Warship Week, would have gained a strange impression of that normally stayed and 
sleepy town, with its highly respectable Public School. Swept into a maelstrom in the 
Abbey Close he would have been stripp~d of all his worldly means by apparitions in 
old top hats and blackened faces ; quantities of junk would have been spirited upon 
him, and money from him, so that he would have been left exhausted and penniless 
wondering what it was all about. Had he been told that these gaudy demons were 
members of a well-known educational establishment, I shudder to think of his impres
sions, uncorrected by any proper realisation of the nature of the occasion. . 

The School indeed availed itself nobly of the opportunity given it, to let itself go 
in the National Cause. Fabulous sums were conjured from people who had come with

. out the slightest intention of spending much money, nay, even the Sergeant-Major 
was nobly fleeced, in vain attempts to prove his skill in the different side shows. How
ever, we hope that he is consoled by the thought that he contributed to the grand total 
of well over a £150 which the School raised in this way. 
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The School also provided one of the chief attractions at the " tamasha " at Foster's 
School, where the gym. squad performed with great precision and dexterity in front 
of a large crowd, in the open air. This display of acrobatics, we were informed through 
loud speakers, was going to be followed by a display of aerobatics ; whereupon every
body rushed together and formed a hollow square about the size of a football pitch, 
as if they expected the aeroplane to appear from out of the ground like Jason's armed men. 
The aeroplanes, however, materialised from the sky in due course. 

This uproarious week ended with the announcement that Sherbome had raised 
£17 4,090 after setting itself£ 40,000 as a mark. 

DUSK 

The clamour of the forge is still
No voice awakes the silent air, 

And stars come out behind the hill 

Where death's dark shade goes sidling by. 

To mingle with the search-lights' glare. 

My work is done--my lamp is lit, 
Around my room the shadows play, 

And now before the fire I sit 
To wait the passing of the day. The half-light sleeps upon the town

The distant guns begin to boom
The tragic dusk comes slipping down 

And all the world is lost in gloom. 

My thoughts ascend the sunset's shaft, 
Mounting a blue cloud in the West ; 

And I, the master of my craft, 
Sail ever onwards to my rest, And in the church the organ plays, 

The music soaring to the sky : Over the bridge of time and far away. 
" 0 God, bring peace ... " The echo strays G.M.H.R. 

DE AnVENTU DOMINI 

After:-" Thou didst leave thy throne and thy kingly crown."-English Hymnal 585. 

Ut in terram descendisti 
tu pro me deposuisti 

solii regalia : 
Bethlem sed loco carebat : 
tibi nihil urbs praebebat 

sacra ad natalia. 

Vulpes latebras habebant : 
et cupressi porrigebant 

avibus perfugia : 
Dei Fili, tu desena 
Galilaea neque certa 

novisti cubilia. 
" Sedes, Iesu, quamvis reo 

te manet in corde meo." 
" Sedes, Iesu, etc." 

Arcus caeli tune sonabant 
cum nascenti regi dabant 

angeli praeconia : 
tu sed es de plebe natus : 
esse pauper es dignatus 

Tu venisti veri dator, 
spes captivis et salvator 

solveres ut vincula : 
te derisit hostis vinctum, 

· consecrans humilia. 

te impellens spinis cinctum 
in crucis patibula. 

" Sedes, Iesu, etc." "Sedes, Iesu, etc." 

Posthac arcus cum sonabunt, 
cum tot chori te laudabunt 

prae tua victoria, 
dicas verba " quamvis reum 
pono te ad latus meum " 

domum me cientia. 
" Sedes, Iesu quamvis reo 

te manet in corde meo." H.F.H. 
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MYSELF UPON THE EARTH 

This is my world and all the things I love, 
The dream ·begotten river where I lie 
Deep in silent reverie of joy; 
The beech trees standing green beside the 

church 
Long slanting views of half-forgotten towns, 
And peaceful music played at evening, 
Through misty groves of green-the sunlight's 

shaft, -
Falling from Heaven on the slender spire 
Of some time-shadowed church. 
All these are as the pages of a book 
Which I in raptures turn. 

It is Winter now and if you walk in the night 
You will hear and see and never understand 
Those things that go thronging round, mist 

-frost. 
And the hedge-row sparkling in the light, 
And the ruby glow of the lantern in your hand, 
And the owl crying of all the things that. are lost. 

And thus I walk across the noon, 
And each glad thing of Summer's height, 
The wavering trees beside the track 
And every flower in my path, 
And every bird that strikes the air 
With throbl?ing note. 
All these I see and so am borne away 
Through sun-lit courts and dew-bespangled 

grass, 

Thr~ugh every c~lour, every symphony, 
And all the while the song goes on before. 

And who can walk among these plains 
Sensing the winds that whisper by 
The sunlight dropping curtain wise, 
And poplars by enchanted lanes, 
And who can see these hills that rise 
Half-covered with a misty pall, 
Which hovers where the woodlands lie, 
Unless some voice within him cry 
To see these things and know them all ? 
To watch the swallow in its flight, 
Cleaving the sky in ecstasy, · 
Skimming away above the world 
To where the shining cliffs are curled, 
And downwards to the foaming sea ? 

Night gathers the world in her dusky cloak. 
A gate clicks, it is quiet here in the lane ; 
A clopping hoof returning, a hon-fire's smoke 
Rising, rising, like a witch's twisted skein; 
The church with her crouching gargoyles and 

the bat, · 
Flitting alone unheeding by the trees 
The shadows lengthen and the world grows 

dumb, 
The creak of a closing door, 
A murmur and then no more, 
Night is come. 

G.M.H.R. 

"Again He maketh the wilderness a standing water, and water springs of a dry ground." 

1. LOOKING BACK 

An uneasy time it has been for us, 
A world with foul fingers 
Feeling us, 
Crushing us, 
Filling our souls with the foreboding of 

ugliness. 
An uneasy time it has been, 
An uneasy time it has been for us ; 
For the band of souls, 
For each one of us-
Dark and no rain 
A palsied reality, 

Yes, we have known it all, 
All that, and more. 
The mottled sun leaning on the blanket sky, 
And we sat on hard chairs, 
Looking out at the street through dirty windows, 
And the heaviness pressed our feet against the 

floor 
(The paltry pattern an endless self-sequence-
Self-sequence clutching at its small reality). 
Yes, we have known it all, 
All that, and more. 

* * * * * * 
Thoughts of an ever-receding horizon, An uneasy time it has been 
Thoughts of a future too thick and too big For the band of souls, 

for us. 

* * * 
Uneasy, 
Thunder pressing 
Eyes out of nothing, 
Delay and decay, 

* * * 
For each one of us. 
A world with weak taints 
Of joy and of memory : 
A world that conceived nothing, 
Stagnant and slow-rotting 
Deep in the mire of its own inability. 
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2. LOOKING ON 
We are not interested in creeds, 
We are not interested in catechisms, 
We ate not interested in determinism, 
Or serialism, 
Or any controversial problems, 
Out from the belly of the thunder, 
Out of the mouth of the heaviness 
We can see the thin dawn-flame, 
Bright in the wick 
The band of souls, 
Watching the dawn. 
We are the same yet very different, 
Stronger yet not so strong-

No longer digging under the firm resolve 
For the second view-point : 
Nicht im Giubeln 's Leben liegt. 

* * * * * 
We have found 
The fresh foam-surging tang of action, 
The aching beauty of perfection, 
The soft nostalgic memories of dreams, 

* 

We are surrounded by strangeness, newm;ss, 
Lost in tlie mists of vastness, completeness-. 
We do not look over our shoulders, 
We do not think about ourselves at all. 

J.M. S. PASLEY. 

SONNET 

Measuring out the grimy afternoons, 
Mixing a pensive moodiness with sighs, 
And peeping out at things through petty eyes, 
Thinking of penny-stamps and coffee-spoons, 
Watching suburban men mow their front lawns 
On collared, stuffy Sundays after tea, 
Or with a weary elbow on a knee 
Murmuring platitudes between the yawns. 

* * * * * * 

Arise and fling this squatness of the mind ! 
Arise and meet God's crowded pageant life, 
And roam the richness of remote-set lands. 
For it is all that look and some that find, 
Who, pondering no more, for fullness strive, 
And mould their future with their living hands. 

J. M. S. PASLEY. 

THE OLD CAsTLE RUINS 

'Mid the silent hills where rises up the mom, 
Where each day and ev'ry day the youthful 

sun is born; 
There stands upon a rocky crag a castle and a 

tower, 
As monument and symbol of ancient fame and 

power. 
Stand amid the ruins in the cold night air, 
And dream again of chivalry, of knights and 

ladies fair ; 
All things fade and Time grows dark and dim, 
As fallen stones and vanished walls all rise up 

again. 
Hank arms clanging on the stone courtyard, 
The shouting of the sentinels standing on 

their guard ; 
Knights riding out and waggons rumbling 

in, 
Fanfares of trumpets and War's eternal 

din. 

All scenes change and about this castle's seat 
There hangs the memory of power, of ruin and 

defeat; 
Of goose-quilled death a-flashing in the sun, 
Of crimson swords and victory and of battle 

done. 
The memory of graveyard pomp, the chanting 

of th~ mass, 
The memory of countless friars ringing as they 

pass. 
The echo of the horn at the hunting of the deer ; 
The last great stand of the last cavalier. 

Cannon balls grinding stone walls to 
dust, 

Swords of the fallen vanishing in rust. 
The last final fall, the end of all power, 
Victory of Time, Fame's last hom:. 

Now little birds sing on decaying walls, 
Ivy creeps and twines amid deserted halls; 
On battlements and towers there grows the gay green grass, 
For all things end, and all things only live to pass. 

VENEER. 
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THE MERMAID'S LAMENT 

Where the sea rolls foaming whitely, 
And the waves beat on the reef, 

The mermaid sits there lightly, 
While the twilight's dusky thief 

Steals the hours of light away 
As he wanders on his way. 

She sits there grieving nightly, · 
And she sings her song of grief. 

' I sit here all forsaken, 
When the dreary day is o'er : 

I sit here, though he's taken, 
And my love is now no more. 

When the peaceful stars awaken, 
My prayers I then outpour ; 

But the stars think me mistaken, 
An~ they my prayers ignore. 

' But my place is here for ever, 
And these waves will be my hom.e, 

For the stars and moon can never 
Make me leave this rock, and roam. 

And the moon shall see me ever 
With my silver sea-weed comb, 

For I feel no grief whatever 
·When I watch the flashing foam.' 

When the dawn creeps slowly, stealing 
Like a truant on the sly, 

And the morning bells start pealing 
Through the earth and sea and sky : 

When the world awakes once more, 
Then she leaves the sounding shore 

Where she shows her inmost feeling ; 
And she leaves it with a sigh. M.McC 

SANCTUARY 

Sadness whispered to my heart 
' A sweet, soft melody of grief, 

As through the autumn woods I wandered 
Where golden tints flecked every leaf. 

Autumn, clad in gold and brown, 
Had stolen 'neath the arching trees ; 

And down the valley on the range of hills 
The sun's rJYs warmed the evening breeze. 

Silence limping 'mid the woods 
Crept coldly past the dying sun, 

And quietly calmed the birds' light songs 
of joy 

With sable night's grim benison. 

I wonder if the corn is green, 
And whether rabbits run unseen 

. Among the swaying, tumbling stalks 
That nestle in the restless breeze. 
My spirit, in its wandering, walks 
Across these fields towards the trees 
Above.which pokes a wooden tower 
From which is ringing out the hour. 

Lightly swayed the tired trees 
And cast fantastic traceries 

Of shadows on the fallen leaves at rest, 
Weaving beauty's mazy tapestries. 

· Sadness filled my heart with song, 
A quiet song that kept in tune 

With all the restless rustlings of the boughs 
· And crinkled foliage wind-strewn. 

Hidden music in the air 
Endowed my orphan soul with peace : 

I drank deep draughts of autumn's beauty rare 
That gave my grieving heart surcease 
Of pain, and long-desired release. M.McC. 

HOME 

These bells they call, for I would be 
In Wascelyn, sweet Wascelyn 
Where age has only mellowed time 
Upon stone walls where creepers climb 
Unkempt as they have always done 
Beneath the misty Hampshi.re sun. 

C.P.W. 

OLD AGE 

Below the stars which twinkle 
Is a pool where fountains play, 

Where drops of water sprinkle 
The flowers of yesterday. 

Their beauty's gone, it's faded, 
So they painfully wait the time 

When the fountaihs stop, and faded 
They return to mother slime. C.P.W. 
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BLEAK TREES 

The stone-barked trees, pathetic, desolate, 
Stand while the winds moan through their 

height. 

And seem but silhouettes against the sky. 
But now and then, between the clouds, 

The yellow moon breaks through the tracery 
Of phosphorescence and unshrouds 
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Their lichened limbs, ghostlike, interpolate 
Into the stormy clouds of night, Lithe flitting shadows on the brackened plain. 

While broken boughs lie scattered, trfil!.

quillised, 
About the stony ground beneath. 

There stumps of rotten wood creak, agonised 
Across the ill-illumined heath 

Their gnarled and knobby faces seem 
To say that age has beauty : but in vain, 

For when the moon withdraws her beam, 
The darkness lifts their ghostlike figures back 

Into oblivion, as shadows black. C.P. W. 

PRIMA LUCE 

When the winds of fate bend low the topmost boughs of life, 
When disappointments cling like dust to all I touch and see, 
When the roots of proud ambition, only grown through bitter strife, 
Are torn away by hands of fools, suffered long and living free, 
It's then I want to curse the path on which I'm told to tread 
And scatter virtue to the winds, cast aside the thoughts so dead 
Of puritans and sinless men. I want to live, obtain 
The best that godless glory gives in jest, and gain 
Achievement, fine and vaunted, by the false surmise 
Of truth which then would lie unfelt across my sightless eyes. 
I struggle with these thoughts that stir beneath my blinded face. 
I ramp and rout with my mind but n'er answer I can find 
Lights me the way. I turn aside and strive to lose all trace 
Of vice's weighty chain, and flound'ring back, Hell mocks me from behind, 
But I with thankful joy within, espy the pastern light 
And turn again to win true victory, how ever great the fight. , M.A. K. 
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RUGG ER 

SCHOOL v. 15TH F.T. REGIMENT, R.A. 
Played on Saturday, October 4th, on the Upper. Lost 9-27. 
This was the first School match played on the Upper since the year before last, and it was a 

great pleasure to see the ground in use once more. The Gunners had a very good side and Deshon, 
last year's Capta!n, was playing for them. We kicked off with a long kick but the Gunners soon 
brought the play back to the centre of the field and there it stayed for most of the time with occa
sional attacks by either side. Both sides were playing fast football, but both were covering well, 
so that neither managed to score. In the tight scrums the Gunners heeled the ball owing to superior 
weight and they were packing better than the School. In the open, however, the School was fast 
enough to hold its own. 

A free kick gave the School the first score. Wilson kicked a goal from just inside the twenty
five yard line. The scoring seemed to be all penalties at this point for they quickly followed with 
one and we with another. Wilson's last kick was excellent-taken from just inside the half-way line. 

At half-time the School was in the lead and holding their own admirably. The Gunners 
scored quickly though and soon after that Hendry, their Captain, dropped a goal. This gave them 
a lead of four points, but the School returned to the attack admirably. After a fine forward rush 
and a quick heel, Lilley scored for the School. It was a try all the way, and although the kick 
failed our spirits were well up and we were only one point behind. Several more times we looked 
like scoring. Russell, on the left wing, pressed hard but the forwards were not there with him to 
push the attack home. In the middle of these fast and useful attacks a pass was intercepted, and 
one of their outsides ran t:Jie length of the field to score. After this the School seemed to put its 
tail down. They had done very well for forty-five minutes, but now they lost all grip. True, they 
were playing with only fourteen men. Bowker had been taken from the scrum to take Davis' 
place on the wing. Bowker is irreplaceable, but we should have accustomed ourselves to the new 
conditions more quickly. The Gunners scored two more tries, by Brown, the leader of the forwards. 
Hendry kicked another drop goal. 

The Gunners were a good side and it did us a lot of good to play them, even if the team seemed 
a little young to start School matches. 

SCHOOL v. 28TH T. REGIMENT, R.A.C. 
Played on Saturday, October 25th, on the Upper. Lost 6-12. 
The day was cold but there was no wind at all and it was dry. The School kicked off-a iong 

kick down to the far end which was successfully charged down so that we stayed in their e~d for 
a short time. In the forward play that followed it was evident that the opposing scrum far out
weighted our men, but nevertheless, there was much improvement by us in shoving over the ball 
in loose scrums. This gave us the ball several times, but the outsides were poor ; for the first ten . 
minutes they seemed unable to run and would pass standing still. Perh ps this was due to the 
speed with which the opposing line came up, but they should have found an answer sooner. Wilson 
was hooking well in the tight scrummages, and it was quite often that we got the ball. The Army 
forwardg were very good, as good a pack as we shall meet this year. Their forward rushes were 
particularly strong and this taught us the importance of falfuig on the ball ·as soon as possible. 
As it was, Leakey was often left to do all the rough work, and a grand game he played, receiving 
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many hard knocks, mostly at the fault of the forwards. One of these forward rushes, which was 
. eventually stopped near our line, resulted in their first score. The scrum half went over our line 
far out. The kick for goal failed. 

The School came back hard, and our outsides were waking up now. Soon we had a try which 
Hawkins scored by a low kick through and following up hard after his kick. Only three forwards 
were up with him though. Our backing up was not good, but the covering of the forwards in 
defence was better. Wilson missed his kick. Soon, however, he had another chance and kicked a 
fine penalty. They, too, scored a penalty and at half-time the score was 6-6. 

Up to half-time we had been playing with a small second row. Now, however, we moved 
Collier and Lucas up w the front row, having a larger second row in Kidner and Sproule. When 
the second half started though, we had not long to see the results of this, because Collier was 
crocked early on. He twisted his shoulder in a tight scrum and was taken off the field. From this 
time on the forwards were hard put to set the pace and mostly it was the opposing scrum which 
tried to command the game. Every line-out they took a scrum and slowly but surely they wore 
us down. For a long time we went at it hammer and tongs, the forwards covering excellently in 
defence. Wingate played a must better game, his tackling and falling on the ball were improved 
tremendously. After they had scored one try the School did its utmost to score back and get a 
goal. Quite often we looked like doing this and for the first time this season we really played with 
spirit. The centres started to tackle again-they had been very poor in the first half. Sometimes 
Hawkins and Ricketts and covering forwards saved certain tries. Special mention must be made 
of Q. Bowker, who played magnificently a tireless and constructive game. At the end of the game 
they scored once more. A man went through the opening but there was no one there to cover. 
The forwards, especially the younger ones were too tired, but they had played well in defence. 
Sutcliffe was much better than before this year. Our attack, however, must be improved before 
the Blundell's match. 

SCHOOL v. BLONDELL'S. 

Played on Saturday, November !st, on the Upper. Won 50-0. 
We were expecting a hard game from Blundell's after last year, when we beat them by a 

comparatively low margin compared to other Schools. They were unfortunate enough to be 
missi..-ig their best wing. Davis, however, was still missing on our side. 

The game was played in excellent conditions, the School kicking off towards Yeovil. Soon 
we felt on top and this was largely due to the much improved tackling of the outsides. For the 
first time this term they were really putting their opposite man down hard. We scored quite early 
on and we kept on scoring, playing good football all the first half. The forwards were playing as 
a pack, beating the Blundell's pack in the loose, a thing we do not generally manage to do. We by 
no meams had the game all our own way, but we stopped Blundell's outsides whenever they had 
the ball. Lilley was playing very well in the centre, and Russell on the wing was tackling very 
well.· His opposite man never looked really dangerous. 

After half-time, the School became very slack for about twenty minutes, so that the Blundell's 
forwards were allowed to control the game. We did manage to play well enough to prevent their 
scoring though, and when we finally got our form again we were very much over them. They 
were very tired now, especially in the forwards, who had been taking it all the time since half
time. Quickly we added more tries. Wilson did some very excellent kicking once again. The 
forwards scored one very good try by the straight shove over the opponent's line from a tight 
scrum. The game finished when we were still going hard, and we were not allowed to slack off 
by Blundell's. The score was really very pleasing, to score fifty points is good against any team, 
but it was disappointing to find Blundell's so weak a team. 

Mr. Yeates was able to referee the match for us, and it was an unexpected pleasure to see him 
down here again. 

Sherborne. Wingate, Russell, Lilley, Hawkins, Leslie, Ricketts, Leakey, E. H. Walsworth 
Bell (Captain), Q. Bowker, Sutcliffe, Lucas, Kidner, Rowllings, Wilson, Sargent. 

Blundell's. Jones, Hooper, Pillar, Milton, Robins, Russell, Evans Thomas, Bluett, Toln, 
Markes, Parry Jones, Roberts, Burridge, Turner, Bray. · 
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SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE 

Played on Saturday, November 8th, at Downside. Won 19-9. 

Owing to petrol restrictions we are having to travel by train for all our away matches, but I 
don't think it does us any harm. In this match we arrived in plenty of time, and a walk up from 
the station soon put us right ag~in. · 

The Downside ground is, of course, very slippery on top, but L think the School took too 
long to get accustomed to this. Downside kicked off and started away with plenty of spirit. The 
School forwards seemed rather .sleepy, but after about ten minutes they really settled down to 
a hard game. The two packs were even, the School slightly better in the loose, but Downside· 
controlling the lines until later in the game. The first score was made by Bell, who, with other 
forwards took the ball well, picking up short of the line to bullock his way over. Wilson's kick 
missed. 

The play between the forwards was even, our outsides were still very sleepy though, and 
except for some good runs by Russell nothing seemed to go right. Downside scored next from a 
penalty and the score stayed at three-all for a large part of the remainder of the first half, although 
we did some hatd pressing on their line ; Leakey forced his way over from a quick heel after a rush. 

In the second half our outsides really began to move and pass properly, and they also began 
to control the game. Lilley was playing well, Russell too. Hawkins made several openings but 
always ran in so that Leslie, his wing, rarely got the ball. The forwards were backing up attacking 
movements well, but their covering in defence was unsound. Russell scored for the School after 
a fine run down the touch-line shortly after half-time. The kick failed. At this stage the School 
forwards should have taken the ball more ; they were now over their opponents in the loose and 
several more tries might have resulted. As it was, Downside scored next, when the full back 
joined in a three-quarter movement. We should have had our forwards covering and we must 
make them do so, as last year. Downside scored once more, again from a penalty. 

After this we pressed hard and from a loose maul Bell fought his way over the Downside line. 
Wilson made it a goal. A few minutes later we scored again ; Bell joined into an outside movement 
and surrounded by School forwards, scored a try. Again Wilson's kick was successful. 

During the rest of the game we looked like scoring several times, but our finishing was bad. 
However, the standard of football in the second half was high. Downside's team was much better 
than last year. They were very generous in amusing us and giving us some supper before we left 
for which we are heartily thankful. 

Teams-Sherborne.. Wingate, Russell, R. J. Lilley, Hawkins, Leslie, Ricketts, Leakey, 
. E. H. Walsworth Bell (Captain), Q. Bowker, Sutcliffe, Kidner, Rowllings, Lucas, Wilson, Sargent. 

Downside. Locket, Gaisford, Corbett, N. D., Corbett, J. L., Pollock, Medley, Helliman, 
Brandt, Stillwell, Thomycroft, Mason, Daly, Barton, Lambert, Portelly, J.E. (Captain). 

THE2NDXV. 
October 18th v. Bryanston Away Lost 8-12 
October 25th v. An Army Team Home Won 9- 8 
November 1st v. An Army Team Home Lost 3-34 
November 8th v. An Army Team Home Lost 0-27 
November 15th v. Bruton 1st XV Home Won 58- 3 

THE3RDXV. 

October 11th v. S. Somerset R.U.F.C. Home Lost 0-28 
October 25th v. Canford 2nd XV Away Won 17-11 
November 1st v. An Army XV Home Lost 4- 6 
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October 18th v. Bryanston 
October 23rd v. Allhallows 1st XV 
October 30th v. Canford 
November 8th v. Downside 
November 15th v. Downside 

COLTS 
Away 
Home 
Home 
Away 
Home 

Results of 1st XV matches not given above in the full accounts:-
October 11th v. An Army XV Home 
October 18th v. H.M.S. "Frobisher" ... Home 
November 15th v. Marlborough College Away 

SCHOOL COLOURS 

... 
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Won 15- 0 
Lost 5-13 
Won 43- 0 
Won 25- 0 
Won 30- 8 

Won 20-11 
Won 14- 3 
Won 12- 5 

The following are to be congratulated on winning School Colours :-

· October 20th 
November 10th 

October 27th 
November 3rd 

October 24th 

' , 1ST XV 

Q, Bowker. 
M. Sutcliffe. 
G. Lucas. 
M. R. Ricketts. 
I. R. A. Leakey. 

November 3rd 
November 17th ... 

2ND XV. 
D. S. Hawkins. November 10th ... 
D. E. C. Russell. 
D. I. T. Wilson." 
J. B. Wingate. 
I. M. L. Rowllings. November 17th ... 
G. G. Leslie. 

Gibbon. 
Redgrave. 
Oliphant. 
Cuthbert, F. 
Mackean 
Clarke. 
Parson. 

COLTS BADGES 

October 31st 

November 9th ... 

R. J. Lilley. 
P. R. Davis. 
M.A. Kidner. 

H. F. G. Carey. 
H.P. Sargent. 
J. C. Collier. 
A. H. Robarts. 
W. T. Rice. 
G. L. E. Lindow. 
A. W. C. Pearn. 

Fox. 
King. 
Harris, P. 
Pope. 
Bailey. 
Willcox. 

HOUSE CRICKET ..,-SENIORS' FINAL 
Played on the Upper between School House " A " and Thompson's, and won on the first 

innings by School House" A." 

MONDAY, JULY 14TH. 
It had rained a lot· over the week-end and when Deshon won the toss on Monday, the wicket 

could not have been easier. Lovell and Grove-White opened the batting for School House "A," 
while Fovargue and Ricketts opened the bowling for Thompson's. Lovell did not stay long, 
and with the score at nineteen, Deshon joined Grove-White. Both made good use of rather erratic 
bowling and runs came at a high rate. At eighty Grove-White was well caught by Ricketts off 
Hewitt for an invaluable twenty-two. Neither Organ, Carless or Leslie offered any resistance, 
and the balance of the game which was at first so markedly to the favour of the School House, 
swung back to a very level position. Meanwhile Deshon was batting, if a trifle rashly, with great 
success and was treating Hewitt with particular disdain. 

Romer;who followed Leslie, and Deshon played out time, but not before the latter had been 

badly missed at cover. 
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TuEsDAY. 
There had been much rain overnight, and it was obvious that play if possible at all, was going 

to be spasmodic. In the first spell three balls were bowled before rain came down in earnest. 
The second spell lasted a bit longer. Deshon after adding six to his overnight total was clean 

bowled by Hewitt. But after four mere runs, play again became impossible. However, the rain 
stopped and there was just time for Thompson's to dismiss the School House. Romer batted 
stubbornly but he found no one to stay ~ith him and with five minutes to spare the House were 
all out for 193. ' 

THURSDAY. 

The wicket was again very easy and Newman and Whitehead opened confidently for 
Thompson's. Newman, however, had a tendency for getting his pads in the way, and with the 
score at twenty-eight, he was l.b.w. to Lovell. Heale and Whitehead then completely dominated 
the bowling, and when tea-time came both batsmen were still in, with the score advanced by 
exactly 100. 

After tea the rate of scoring which before had been slowish, increased-but the pace could 
not last, and at 154 Heale was bmyled by Lovell. Ricketts came in next, only to be sent back by 
his second ball after suffering the same fate as Reale. Wade, who succeeded Ricketts, survived 
one ball and was then well caught off the last ball of Lovell's disastrous over. The next wicket 
fell to Deshon and two overs later Lovell had Whitehead l.b.w. Whitehead batted very well for 
a priceless ninety runs, he hit the ball hard and along the ground, but was rather too inclined to 
pull the ball off his middle stump. Harris joined Cooke, but neither. of them looked like staying, 
and in his next over Deshon had Cooke caught by Leslie. Lovell bowled Harris and despite an 
attempt by Gregory to stop the rot the innings closed at 190. 

Lovell bowled magnificently through the innings. His full figures were-: 
19.5 . 1 63 8 7.75. 

A very promising performance indeed on a wicket that was anything but difficult. 
There were twenty minutes left to play, so Lovell and Grove-White opened the second innings 

for the House. Lovell was once again l.b.w. this time to Ricketts, and Deshon and Grove-White 
played out time without further loss of wickets. 

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. 

Rain prevented any play at all on either of these days and the match was left drawn, the School 
House winning on the first innings. 

SCHOOL HOUSE " A." 

Lovell l.b.w. b Fovargue ... 
N. F. Grove-White c Ricketts b Hewitt 
D. P. T. Deshon b Hewitt 
Organ b Hewitt 
Carless l.b.w. b Hewitt 
P. Leslie c Gregory b Fovarque 
Romer c & b Ricketts 
Leader c Heale b Hewitt 
Jacob b Ricketts 
Foster not out 
Courtney b Ricketts 

Extras 

TOTAL 

Bowling. 
Hewitt 5-80 ; Ricketts 3-60 ; Fovargue 2-26. 

8 
24 
94 

0 
0 
7 

37 
6 
2 
3 
1 

11 

193 

l.b.w. b Ricketts 
Not out 
Not out 

I 

l Did not bat. 

J 
Extras 

TOTAL (1 wicket) 

Ricketts 1-9. 

6 
9 
5 

0 

20 
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THOMPSON'S. 

H. E. H. Newman l.b.w. b Lovell 12 
Whitehead l.b.w. b Lovell 90 
N. W. Reale b Lovell 57 
M. R. Ricketts b Lovell 0 
P. G. Wade c Grove-White b Lovell 0 
Bradford b Deshon 4 
Cooke c Leslie b Deshon 2 
Harris, J. N. b Lovell 0 
Gregory b Lovell . . . 10 
C. I. Ball b Lovell... 0 
Fovargue not out 1 

Extras 14 

Bowling. 
Lovell 8-63 ; Deshon 2-50. 

JUNIORS 

lST ROUND 

TOTAL 190 

Barlow's beat School House "A." 
Ross' beat Rey's. 

Randolph's beat Thompson's. 
Parry-Jones' beat School House "B." 

2ND ROUND. 

Randolph's beat School House" A." 
Ross' beat School House" B." 

Barlow's beat Thompson's. 
Parry-Jones' beat Rey's. · 

3RD ROUND 

Thompson's beat School House "A." 
Parry-Jones' beat Barlow's. 

Ross' beat Randolph's. 
School House " B " beat Rey's. 

1. Barlow's. 

FINAL. 

Parry-Jones' beat Ross'. 

LEAGUES Cul' 
2. School House" A." 3. Parry-Jones'. 

HOUSE MATCHES-SENIORS 

lST ROUND 

School House" A" beat Ross'. 
Thompson's beat Randolph's. 

Barlow's beat Parry-Jones'. 
School House " B" beat Rey's. 

2ND ROUND 

Parry-Jones' beat School House" A." Ross' beat Barlow's. 
Thompson's beat School House" A." Randolph's beat Rey's. 

3RD ROUND 

Ross' beat Parry-Jones'. 
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School House " A " beat Barlow's. 
Thompson's beat Rey's. School House "B " drew with Randolph's. 

FINAL. 

School House " A " beat Thompson's on first innings. 
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lsT XI RETROSPECT AND CHARACTERS. 

The 1st XI had a most successful season. Of the eleven matches played, eight were won, 
including both games with Downside ; two were drawn, those with R.N.C., Dartmouth, and 
Blundell's; and only one, against a strong .A.rrny side, was lost. Owing to rain there was no play 
in the match with Clifton, and the " A " team ma~cl1 with Dover. 

The side improved steadily throughout the season, and from being no more than an average 
one developed into a distinctly useful team. For this the steady improvement in the fielding was 
to a large extent responsible ; and the bowlers owed much of their success to the support they 
received from the fielders. All five of the regular bowlers had averages of under thirteen runs 
per wicket. Ricketts and Dry, used sparingly by Deshon, proved a very useful opening pair, and 
obtained twenty-seven and twenty wickets respectively. Holman's leg-breaks were always
dangerous, though sometimes rather expensive ; this was in part due to the fact that he did not 
always bowl to his field. Arkell and Hewitt lent useful support with their left-hand bowling. 

Six of the batsmen had averages over twenty-five. Deshon and Robinson were the most 
consistent, the former showing his best form in the latter part of the season, while Robinson only 
failed .one or twice. The others were less consistent, but all played several useful innings. The 
fact that the side was able to declare on a number of occasions and was only twice dismissed for 
under 150 runs is sufficient commentary on the strength of the batting. 

To summarise, the XI set a high standard for future teams to emulate, and this was especially 
true. of the fielding, a department of the game where importance cannot be over-estimated. This 
success was to no small extent due to the keenness and sound captaining of Deshon, to whom our 
grateful thanks are_ due. 

D. P. T. DESHON. Though not quite so successful as last year, he had another good season 
with the bat and played a nun1ber of good innings, especially in the second half of the season. 
With further experience he should do well in higher-class cricket. A sound field, who set his side 
a good example. Throughout the season he handled his bowlers with judgment and proved himself 
a good captain. 

N. W. HEALE. Rather a disappointment as a bat, though he made some useful scores. He 
too often got himself out from eagerness to score too quickly or from care!essness. An improved 
field. 

H. E. S. FARRER. Started the season well, but then struck a bad patch from which he never 
really recovered. He should try to be steadier on his feet when actually making his stroke. A very 
safe catch in the deep field. 

R. C. HOLMAN. A dangerous leg-break bowler, who suffered at times from lack of control 
and failure to bowl to his field. A much better hat than his record suggests : too often failed 
through failure to play himself in. Variable in the field: could be very good close to the wicket 
and has a quick return. 

D. P. L. DRY. Much improved as.a bowler. Though perhaps not quite so fast as in the 
previous year, he showed much more control over length and direction. An improved, but still 
rather clumsy field. 

A. I. T. ROBINSON. A very promising bat with a good temperament: he should do even 
better as he grows stronger. Has possibilities as a left-hand bowler. Rather slow in the field at 
present. 

M. R. RICKETTS. Suffered as a bat from lack of confidence at first, but improved considerably 
later in the season : has the makings of a good bat. A very useful opening bowler, who could 
swing the ball really late at times : he must learn not to waste so many balls by bowling wide of 
the stumps. Very quick in the field with an excellent return to the wicket. 

W. T. RICE. Improved steadily as a wicket-keeper, though still rather inclined to." snatch" 
at the ball. Disappointing as a bat : often failed through trying to hit before he had settled down. 

J. N. ARKELL. A steady left-hand bowler: he would be still more effective if he kept his 
arm higher and learned to spin the ball more. A useful bat of the solid type. An improved field. 
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D. B. BARTLETT. A steady opening bat: he must learn, however, to adapt himself more to 
the state of the game. Rather clumsy in the field at present. 

D. S. HAWKINS. Has possibilities as a forcing bat, but too often failed from lack of confidence 
in himself : was not always favoured with the best of luck. A fair field. 

SENIOR COLTS RETROSPECT 

The general standard was rather higher than that of last year, but there were only a few who 
are likely to be strong candidates for the 1st XI of 1942. Too much depended on the batting of 
Wilson and the bowling of Hosegood when matches came along, though others stepped into · the 
breach on th~ rare occasions when these two failed. 

Some of the players were late in finding their form, but gave more support later in the season. 
Eight matches were played, of which five were won, two were lost, and one was drawn. Some 

of the finishes were very close, notably the first match against Foster's School, which we won by 
two wickets in a low-scoring game, and the return match with Canford, in which we needed five 
runs to win with two wickets to fall. 

Apart from Wilson, and later \Vhitehead, Hudson and Jacob, the batting was most unreliable. 
This was chiefly due to bad footwork and bad judgment in circumstances which were quite straight
forward ; time and again wickets were thrown away through lack of control. 

There was plenty of variety in the bowling, but the field was often placed with remarkable 
lack of judgment, the bowlers being far too ready to leave this responsibility to the captain, nor 
did they make much attempt to bowl to their field. No captain can possibly place a field effectively 
unless the bowiers try to bowl to it and study the batsmen's weak shots. Hosegood, Ricketts and 
Gibbcn were the most effective bowlers. 

The fielding was patchy, there being few reliable fielders and equally few bad ones. Whitehead, 
Gibbon, Ricketts and Bradford were the best and Jacob was a good trier. Wilson,_ behind the 
stumps had his good days, but was not consistent. He was better at stumping than catching. 
Apart from one lapse, when he was feeling extremely unwell, he \vas a keen and efficient captain, 
though he accepted too readily the responsibilities which his bowlers thrust upon him. Without 
his batting, which was steady and· often enterprising, the side would often have been out for a 
very small score. 

SCHOOL' v. M. M. w ALFORD'S XI 
Played on the Upper on Saturday, June 28th, and lost by 34 runs. 
Owing to the fact that Mr. Jowett had unfortunately been unable to raise a side, Mr. Walford 

very kindly consented to bring over a team. Major Wales captained the side, which included, 
besides Mr. Walford, Major). W. A. Stephenson, Captain E. J. Unwin, and Captain· Ronald Aird . 

• The School lost the toss and were sent out to field. Mr. Walford opened the batting, but the 
School had an early success, \Vhen his opening partner 'was run out in the first over. The second 
wicket looked like making a stand, but when he had made nineteen, -'Mr. Walford skied the ball 
into Farrer's safe hands at deep square leg. C.S.M. Maloney followed and proceeded to set about 
knocking the bowlers off their length. He took a six off Holman and several fours off Arkell before 
being well caught in the deep by Edmonds. Captain Aird batted beautifully and looked like 
staying, but at twenty-two he was l.b.w. to Holman who was bowling really well. l\.fajor Stephenson 
made ten before being bowled by Ricketts, but the rest of the innings was eclipsed by a hard hit 
nineteen not out from Captain Unwin. 

The School had plenty of time in which to make the runs, but never really looked like getting 
them. Bartlett was· out in the second over and twelve runs later Deshon was caught at short leg. 
Heale, with his characteristic good luck, managed to survive six overs before he was caught and 
bowled by C~ptain Unwin. Farrer was caught at the wicket and Robinson was the only person 
who made any attempt to stem the tide of disaster. Arkell once again showed what a valuable 
person he is in a tight corner, but when Rice was run out the innings closed for 115. 
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This seemingly rather feeble effort on the part of the School was in no way caused by bad 
batting, but almost entirely was it due to the very high standard of bowling. The full scores were :-

M. M. WALFORD'S XI. 

M. M. Walford c Farrer b Holman 
Tpr. Robertson run out 
Cpl. Spencer b Ricketts 
C.S.M. Maloney c Edmunds b Arkell 
Capt. Aird b Holman 
Major Stephenson b Ricketts 
Capt. Unwin not out 
Mr. Walker b Holman 
Lieut. Voller b Holman 
Major Wales b Dry 
Lieut. Hall-Thompson l.b.w. b Dry 

Extras 

TOTAL 

Bowling. 

19 
0 

15 
45 
22 
IO 
19 
2 
0 
3 

11 
3 

149 

Dry 2-30 ; Ricketts 2-34; Holman 4-49; 
Arkell 1-33. 

SCHOOL. 

D. P. T. Deshon cRobertson b Stephenson 12 
D. B. Bartlett c Stephenson b Unwin 0 
N. W. Heale c & b Unwin ... 19 
H. E. S. Farrer c Walker b Stephenson 2 
A. I. T. Robinson c Hall-Thompson 

b Walford 38 
M. R. Ricketts b Walford 8 
J. H. S. Edmonds l.b.w. b Stephenson 0 
R. C. Holman c & b Holman 0 
J. N. Arkell c Voller b Hall-Thompson 18 
W. T. Rice run out 6 
D. P. L. Dry not out 6 

Extras 6 

TOTAL 115 

Bowling. 
Stephenson 3-42; Unwin 2-28; Walford 

3-34; Hall-Thompson 1-5. 

SCHOOL v. DOWNSIDE 

Played at Downside on Saturday, July 5th, and won b:f the School by 106 runs. 

The wicket was hard and fast and the sky cloudless when Deshon won the toss and decided 
to bat. Bartlett and Farrer opened for the School, but it was not long before Farrer, after making 
several risky strokes outside his off-stump, was_caught behind the wicket. Heale joined Bartlett 
and between them they raised the score from nine for one to a hundred and forty for two, before 
Heale was clean bowled for ninety-three. It was a great stand with Heale making runs very quickly, 
while Bartlett was most patient. Deshon replaced Heale and from the start set about knocking 
the bowlers off their length. His innings lasted forty minutes and included eleven fours and three 
sixes in an invaluable seventy-seven. Robinson played beautifully while he was in, but at twenty
one he was well caught at deep square leg, and when Ricketts was bowled six runs later, Deshon 
declared at 287 for five, Bartlett carrying his bat for a chanceless, 'if slow, seventy-five. The Down
side fielding cannot be too highly praised. They fielded for over three hours on one of the hottest 
days of the year, and never once did they look like tiring. 

Downside were left with two hours and forty minutes in which to make the runs-a task , 
which should have been easy enough. Once again, however, their opening batsmen were very 
slow, and by tea-time half an hour later, nine runs were on the board. After tea Arkell got rid of 
Wylie, but Petri and Carter put up a determined resistance. Caner, who went on to make fifty
three, was dropped early on by Deshon at extra-cover-an error which almost proved fatal. It 
was unfortunate that Hewitt was " no-balled " for having his arm bent b~fore delivering the ball, 
and as Holman was bowling very badly, the full weight of the attack fell upon Arkell and Ricketts. 
Time was getting on and with half-an-hour left to play and five more wickets to fall, there was 
reason for hurry. Bacon; the Downside captain, hit hard for twenty-nine, and all but wrecked 
our chances of victory, but when he was bowled by Arkell, there were two wickets to fall and five 
minutes left for play. One of the wickets fell and the last man was in when Ricketts started the 
final over. The first three balls were successfully stopped, but the fourth shattered his stumps, 
giving the School a win by two balls. The scores were :- · 
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D. B. Bartlett not out 75 
H. E. S. Farrer c Corbett b.Bacon 7 
N. W.- Reale b Medley 93 
D. P. T. Deshon st. Corbett b Addington 77 
A. I. T. Robinson c Locket b Bacon 21 
M. R. Ricketts b Addington 6 
R. C. Holman I 
W. T. Rice I 
J. N. Arkell )-- Did not bat. 
J. A~ Hewitt J . 
D. P. L. Dry -

Extras 10 

DOWNSIDE. 

V. A. F. Wylie c Hewitt b Arkell 
J. M. Bland b Dry 
A. D. Petri l.b.w. b Ricketts 
P.H. Q. Carter c Rice b Arkell 
R. Y. Madeley b Ricketts 
V. R. H._ Medley st. Rice b Arkell 
M. G. M. Locket c Farrer b Ricketts 
I. P. R. Addington l.b.w. b Ricketts 
R. D. C. Bacon b Arkell 
M. D. Corbett not out 
M. M. G. Gaisford b Ricketts 

Extras 

61i 

5 
0 

25 
53 
21 

1 
9 
6 

29 
8 
9 

15 

TOTAL (for 5 wickets dee.) 287 TOTAL 181 
Bowling. Bowling. 

Bacon 2-72; Addington 2-84; Medley 1-72. Dry 1-8; Ricketts 5-56; Arkell 4-:54. 

SCHOOL v. MIDDLESEX RRGIMENT 

Played on the Upper on Tuesday, July 8th, and won by the School by 145 runs. 
Major J. W. A. Stephenson was captaining the Army side, which, unfortunately, was missing 

E. J. Unwin, and another of their batsmen, their places being taken by Hawkins and Jackson. 
The Scnool lost the toss and were sent in to bat on a wicket that was faster than many of us had 
ever played on. 1\11.ajor Stephenson opened the bowling, and several times the balls lifted viciously. 
Bartlett was clean bowled and Deshon, after snicking three fours also suffered the same fate. Farrer 
had his middle stump knocked back by the other bowler, and with the score at forty-three for three, 
the School were in a bad way. Robinson and Reale, however, played more confidently than the 
others, and the two looked like making a stand, when Heale ran himself out. Robinson was batting 
perfectly, and while the bowling was excellent, there were times when the batsmen were definitely 
on top. He and Ricketts took the score to 149 when j\fajor Stephenson took three wickets in one over. 

At 159 for nine the innings looked like coming to an abrupt finish, but that was not to be. 
There followed a truly magnificent last wicket stand between Arkell and Dry. So successful was 
it that thirty-seven runs were added in ten minutes, enabling Deshon to declare at 196. 

The Middlesex opening pair started confidently, both batsmen driving Dry and Ricketts 
through the covers, but they did not last long, and, with Druce's dismissal, wickets began falling 
thick and fast. Major Stephenson alone remained, while five wickets fell for only thirteen runs, 
and then ten runs later he himself was l.b.w. to Holman. Hawkins was batting very carefully and, 

. with the help of Cpl. Levey, a tall left-hander, pushed the score along to thirty-nine. But collapse 
followed, Deshon took two good catches, one at short leg, and the other at short extra, and the 
innings closed at fifty-one. The scores were :-

SCHOOL. 
D. B. Bartlett b Stevenson ... 
N. W. Heale run out 
D. P. T. Deshon b Stevenson 
H. E. S. Farrer b Claydon 
A. I. T. Robinson b Stephenson 
M. R. Ricketts, I.b.w. b Stevenson 
J. N. Arkell not out 
W. T. Rice b Stephenson 
R. C. Holman c Druce b Stephenson 
J. A. Hewitt b Claydon 
D. P. L. D,nr not out 

Extras 

TOTAL (for 9 wickets dee.) 

4 
25 
13 

1 
67 
26 
11 
2 
1 
0 

33 
13 

196 

Bowling. Stephenson 6-45; Claydon 2-68. 

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT. 

Lieut. H. C. Druce b Ricketts 
Lt.-Col. J. G. E. Reid b Dry 
H. J. Brill run out 
Maj. J. W. A. Stephenson l.b.w. b Holman 
2nd Lieut. C. N. Claydon b Dry · 
Lieut. K. C. Ribbens b Ricketts 
D. S. Hawkins not out 
L/Col. Levey c Deshon b Holman 
Lieut. C. N. Davies c Deshon b Arkell 
Cpl. E. Bailey c & b Holman 
P. G. B. Jackson b Holman ... 

Extras 

TOTAL 

4 
3 
0 

13 
0 
0 
8 

13 
2 
1 
2 
5 

51 
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SCHOOL v. 7TH GUARDS BRIGADE 

Played on the Upper on Thursday, July 10th and won by the s·chool by nine wickets. 
The weather had kept fine and the Guards brought with them their Regimental Band, which 

played throughout the afternoon. The School lost the toss and were sent out to .field. The wind 
was blowing straight down the wicket, and neither Dry nor Ricketts could swing the ball at all. 
Arkell started badly and in his first spell h_ardly bowled a good ball. The opening batsmen played 
well and it was not until Sergt. ·Exall began hitting at Holman, that either of them looked like 
coming out. Eventually the first wicket fell at fifty-four. The next wicket put on twenty-eight 
and with the score at eighty-two for two, the Guards were in a strong position. However, two runs 
later the third wicket fell, and with the dismissal of Guardsman Grimes, the end seemed in sight. 
Arkell had found his length, and he and Ricketts were bowling well. The last four wickets fell 
for the addition of twenty-two runs and by tea-time the Guards were all out for 152. · 

The School were left with two hours in which to get the runs. Deshon and Bartlett started 
well-the former, especially, attacking the bowling vigorously, while the. latter was content to' 
wait for the runs. The bowling was steady but. without any real life off the pitch, and the hundred 
went up without the loss of a wicket. Deshon seemed set for his century, when at eighty-eight 
he hit at a good length ball and was well caught by the bowler. 

Tl:i.irty runs were needed to secure victory and Heale and Bartlett obtained them without 
the loss of another wicket. Bartlett completed his fifty as he made the winning stroke. The full 
scords were :-. 

GRENADIER GUARDS. 

Sgt. Exall c Dry b Holman 
Gdsman. Milligan b Ricketts 
Capt. Astlet c Rice b Dry 
Gdsman. Grimes c & b Arkell 
Lieut. Kemp-Welch b Ricketts 
2nd Lieut. Baker b Dry 
Major Burns c Farrer b Arkell 
Sergt~ Catliffe c Rice b Holman 
Gdsman. Buck b Arkell 
Gdsman. Overend not out ... 
Gdsman. Leadbetter c Hawkins b Ricketts 

Extras 

TOTAL 

Bowling. 

21 
42 
18 
32 

7 
3 
6 
3 
8 
9 
0 
3 

152 

· Dry 2-22 ; Ricketts 3-25 ; Arkell 3-45 ; 
Holman 2-49. 

SCHOOL. 

D. P. T. Deshon c & b Baker 
D. B. Bartlett not out 
N. W. Heale not out 

H. E. S. Farrer l · . 
A. I. T. ·Robinson 
M. R. Ricketts 
J. N. Arkell Did not bat. 

W. T. Rice J 
R. C. Holman 
D. S. Hawkins 
D. P. L. Dry 

Extras 

TOTAL (for 1 wicket) 

Bowling. 
Baker 1-44. 

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S 

Played on the Upper on Saturday, July 12th, and resulting in a draw. 

88 
50 

2 

14 

154 

Deshon won the toss and rather erroneously decided to bat. The wicket, while hard under
neath, was soft on top, and was both taking spin and often causing the ball to rise sharply. The 
Blundell's opening bowlers had little success, but Beales,, a medium-pace off-break bowler, coming 
on first change at the Yeovil end, bowled Bartlett in his first over. Heale replaced Bartlett but was 
soon in difficulties to Beales, who more than once should have had him caught behind the wicket. 
Deshon, who started his innings by hitting four fours and a six in his first twenty-five runs, had 
sobered down and was playing more carefully. Beales and Gallagher, the Blundell's captain, were 
both keeping a steady length and helped by a difficult wicket, were bowling too well for the batsmen 
to score quickly. When lunch-time came Heale was not out nineteen and Deshon not out sixty
three. 
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Soon after the resumption of play Heale was well caught off Gallagher for a lucky twenty-five. 
The wicket had now lost its fire, and when Farrer came in both batsmen started attacking the 
bowling violently. Deshon completed his century, but with the score at 105 Farrer was brilliantly 
caught on the boundary, and sixteen runs later Deshon skied a ball to mid-off i:o end a great innings. 
Robinson and Ricketts played beautifully until the former was caught at cover. Hawkins continued 
the good work, and, in view of the threatening rain, Deshon declared at a quarter to four with the 
score at 265 for 5. 

It was raining quite heavily when the School took the field, and both Dry and Ricketts had 
difficulty in controlling the ball. With the score at nineteen, however, Holman took an excellent 
catch in the gully off Dry to dismiss Chapman. Arkell relieved Ricketts but without success, 
and it was left to Holman who had replaced Dry at the Sherbome end to take the. next wicket. 
At fifty-one for four the School seemed in a very favourable position, but time was getting short, 
and there was the ever-present danger of rain making further play impossible. The School were 
fielding well despite a slippery ball and few runs, if any, were given away. With twenty minutes 
left and the score at 114 for 8, victory seemed certain, but a disastrous stand, which realised twenty
eight runs in fifteen minutes, followed, and one wicket was still needed when the last over began. 
The School had beaten Downside by two balls, and we hoped that history would repeat itself, 
but the batsmen stubbornly resisted all onslaught and· remaining unshakable to the end. The 
scores were :-

SCHOOL. 

D. P. T. Deshon c Poulton b Gallagher 120 
D. B. Bartlett b Beales 8 
N. W. Heale c Beales b Gallagher 25 
H. E. S. Farrer c Hatswell b Gallagher 13 
A. I. T. Robinson c Chapman b Beales 29 
M. R. Ricketts not out 36 
D. S. Hawkins not out 24 
W. T. Rice ") 
R. C. Holman r Did not bat. 
J. N. Arkell J 
D. P. L. Dry 

Extras 10 

TOTAL (for 5 wickets dee.) 265 

Bowling. 

BLUNDELL'S. 

H. Jones c Rice b Halman ... 
B. Chapman c Holman b Dry 
M. Francis b Holman 
J. Gwynne b Ricketts 
J. Reynolds c Hawkins b Ricketts 
T. Hatswell b Ricketts 
N. Beales st Rice b Holman 
C. Gallagher c Rice b Dry 
M. Peters not out 
A. Poullon c Hawkins b Ricketts 
D. Hardingham noi out 

Extras 

TOTAL (for 9 wickets) 

Bowling. 

17 
8 
8 
7 

24 
5 

17 
19 
9 

24 
3 
8 

149 

Gallagher 3-105; Beales 2-76. Dry 2-25 ; Ricketts 4-50 ; Holman 3-43. 

The following have been awarded School Colours :-

July 12th 

July 12th 

J. A. Allen 
P. G. Wade. 
H. E. H. Newman. 
G.D. James. 
J. W. Ellis. 

Edwards, E. B. A. 
Bradford. 

3RD XI. 

COL1'S 

B. R. G. Webber. 
D. Cleeve. 
D. E. C. Russell. 
R. A.H. Drake-Brockman. 

Harris, R. W. S. 
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ATHLETICS 
The individual sports were not held this year, but the last week of term was taken up with 

House Relays and a Relay match against the 1st Battalion of the Grenadier Guards. 
The Houses did their " weeding-out " on Monday and Tuesday, the semi-finals were on 

Wednesday, and the House Fin~ls on Thursday. On Friday a School team was got together to 
compete against the Guards on the Saturday. 

The result of the Hous\: Relays were as follows :-

School House " A " 36 
Barlow's · 20 
Thompson's 11 
School House" B" JI IO 
Randolph's 

Ross' J 
Hey's 
Parry-Jones' 

10 

3 

In the tug-of-war, which was not included in the House points, School House pulled against 
Ross' in the final, and beat theni in the final pull. 

The School won their match against the Guards by three events to two ; in the 440 yards and 
220 yards relay the School received 16 yards and 8 yards respectively, but it is only fair to say that 
in each case the boys won by more than this distance. 

RESULTS. 

100 yards (level 
220 yards (8 yards) 
440 yards (16 yards) 
Medley (level) 
Hurdles (level) 

Won by Guards. 
Won by School. 
Won by School. 
Won by Guards. 
Won by School. 

HOUSE CHALLENGE CUPS, 1941 
Senior Football 
Junior Football 
Thirds Football 
Senior Cricket 
Junior Cricket 
League Cricket 
Senior Hockey 
Junior Hockey 
Athletic Relays 
Senior Swimming Relay 
Junior Swimming Relay 
Swimming Tests 
Gym. Tests -
P.T. Competition 
House Fives Pair ... 
O.T.C. Drill and Tactics 
Senior Shooting 
Junior Shooting 
House Pair, Open Range 
House Pair, Miniature Range 
Piano and Musicianship 
Glee Singing ···I -... r Unison Singing 
Senior Athletics 
Junior Athletics ··:J ... 

School House. 
Thompson's. 
School House. 
School House and Thompson's. 
Parry-Jones'. 
Barlow's. 
School House. 
School House. 
School House. 
Ross'. 
Parry-Jones'. 
Randolph's. 
Parry-Jones'. 
Parry-Jones'. 
Barlow's. 
Ross'. 
Barlow's. 
Barlow's. 
Hey's. 
Randolph's. 
Hey's. 

No competition held • 
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